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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly
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Healthy faces, hidden wounds
removed and a metal plate was put in her head. The scar
is hidden beneath her hair.
According to the National Head Injury Foundation
"I'm not the type of person who 'shoplifts. I never
did that kind of thing before my accident," said Corinne. (NHIF), an injury to the brain can paralyze someone as
But Corinne recently risked spending60days in jail well as impairing speech, vision and hearing. Those are
when she entered Shop 'n Save - a store her probation the apparent effects of head injury.
There also are a host of hidden effects.
forbade her from entering-and tried'to steal two packs
The NHIF reports that possible cognitive and behavof cigarettes. It was the fifth time since 1985 that she
had been charged with theft. Those charges have landed ioral effects of head injury can include: amnesia, permaher in jail three times and in the Augusta Mental nently impaired long- and short-term memory, inappropriate social behavior, impulsivity, difficulty stayHealth Institute once.
"Someone could spend a whole evening with her ing organized and low math skills. Those effects of head
and notknowshehasa problem," said Marsha Martino injury are the ones victims carry around more or less
concealed, effects that reveal themselves only when a
of Portland's Community Head Injury Program.
victim forgets something, becomes disoriented, does
Corinne does have a problem,
About 10 years ago, when Corinne was 18, she was something offensive - or breaks the law.
Corinne's supporters think hershoplifting sterns from
in a motorcycle accident. She wasn't wearing a helmet.
Part of the left temporal lobe of Corinne's brain was' those consequences, particularly from her impulsivity.
By Andy Newman

Those consequences are not as obvious as mouths that
don't talk right, eyes that don't see right, limbs twisted
in a spasm. But to Corinne and the people that advocate for her, those hidden disabilities are just as real as
the more visible ones. They claim Corinne's disabilities require intensive rehabilitation, not more Jail sentences.
But to district attorneys, probation officers and
judges, those disabilities remain hidden. What they
see is a repeat offender whose criminal behavior isn't
stopping.
"If Corinne were in a wheelchair it would be clear
she had a disability," said Marsha Martino. "But her
disability can't be seen, and that makes it more of a
disability."

Continued on page 6

Steve Glanfield displays his full body suit, the work of tattooist Ian Barfoot, during the Tattoo Beauty Contest.

CBWfTonee Harbert

TATTOO TRIBE
By Leslie Morison

The contestants were already waiting in the wings
as the last of the tattoo tribe crowded onto a terrace
perched above the swimming pool.
Down the hall, the ballroom fell silent. Only minutes before, the buzzing of a dozen tattoo guns had
filled the air with a sound like warring insects. Now,
even the masters lay down their arms. The smell of ink
and sweat lingered in their absence.
This was the cliinax of The Mad Hatter's Tea Party,
Portland's third annual tattoo convention. The Feb. 9-

11 event brought together 21 tattoo artists from around
the world and more than 1,000 people from across
New England to observe the ritual and art of tattoo.
An organist warmed up the crowd with a polka.
The devoted adjusted their cameras, And then the
Tattoo Beauty Contest began: young and old, fat and
thin - but all mostly naked - the contestants paraded
the best of tattoo before a crowd of wildly cheering
onlookers.
Continued on page 10
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VIEWS

Coming to Portland:
The Caron FoundatiOlls Ann Smith

'P~(SID(NrS

EVERYTHING'S

What is article worth?

CO-DEPENDENCY

"What is art worth?" was a good question for Casco Bay
Weekly to ask. The answers were not so good. However, since
I know Annette Elowitch's statements were taken out of context and misquoted it is entirely possible that the others were
too. Everyone was presented as having only one idea about art
-an~ in each case it either sounded dumb, pretentious, or selfservmg.
It is, of course, entirely possible to recognize both the quality
and the economic advantages of good art. In fact, happily, they
go hand in hand nearly every time.

r2t<4(J.~

The Recovery Process: Changing Dysfunctional Family Patterns

Robert}. Elowitch

A two-day, state of the art conference for co-dependency and addictions treatment
professionals, including an evening presentation open to the general public. To be
held at Mercy Hospital, located at 144 State Street in Portland, Maine.
Featuring
Ann W. Smith, M.S., C.A.C.
Corpordte Director of Family Services for the Caron Foundation, and
Patricia A. Burke, M.S. W., L.C.S. W.
Clinical Director of Smith House

What are words worth?
My words were so jumbled, misquoted and miscredited in
"What is Art Worth" (CBW '2/8/90) that even the English
language has little worth here.

~ J>~f/iLe-

The Recovery Process: Changing Dysfunctional Family Patterns

Two Days ofTminingfor Counselors, Physicians and EAP Coordinators,
as WeU as Other Professionals in the Co-Dependency and Addictions Fi£lds
Thursday and Friday, MarcIl 29th and 30th
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
$120.00 ($]00.00 if two or more attend from the same agency)

DAY

ON SALE!

Thursday Evening, March 29th
6:30-9:30 p.m.
$10.00

I enjoyed the picture of the "Condom People." I was wondering who thought of the backdrop for the picture. Was it a
play on our eyes? Good job, but I guess not too many people
saw the subliminal message.

•

EVERY ALBUM,
TAPE, & COMPACT
DISC NOW ON
SALE! EVERY
VIDEO 10% OFF!
ALL ACCESSORIES
ON SALE!

SPONSORED BY:

POCO

!".~ 9'

[ . ''-'> \

Legacy

@A

TERTO WIN!
Slop by any Strawberries
location for your chance to
an all expense paid one week
Caribbean vacation
for 2! GETAWAY TODAY
TO TORTOLA! British
Virgin Islands. Courtesy of:
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EURYTHMICS

Sharon Cappiello

FREE FILM plus
FREE EXTRA PRINTS

every day with

~BIG
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
71

u.s.

Route One

Scarborough, ME
883-7363

30 City Center
POrtland, ME
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• DON'T ASK ME WHY.
• WE TWO ARE ONE.
• ANGEL.

KeUy Nelson, Mike Quinn,
Roland Swtd, Dan Tonini,
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Dun Rubin, Thomas Verde,
Matt
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Casco Bay Weekly
distributes 20JXXJpapers fra
of charge every Thursday.
No person may lAke mon! than one
oftlldt issue without the permission
of Olsro Bay W4<kty. Additiorull
wpies of the amml issue and/or
some back issues may be pwd!ased
Jar $1 tlldtal the Casco Bay YIItr/cly
offia. Domestic subscriptions
mIIiled 3rd class and are $36/yeru,
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Miss Saigon
ORIGINAL LONDON CAST RECORDING
A Two-Record Set

1199
CD

LEVEL 42
LEVel BEST

I",~...I

THEIR GREATEST HITS INCLUDING
" TAKE CARE Of YOURSElf", " LESSONS IN LOVE " ,
" SOMETHING ABOUT YOU "

=

INCLUDES

Another Day in Paradise
Do You Remember?
I Wish it Wouid Rain Down

Mogul MedIa. Inc. publishes
Casco Bay Werkly. Entire conJents
e 1990 by Mogullkdia, Inc.

15~~cass. 28~~

699

Lp/Cass.

CASCo a.y Weekly
187 a.tc Street
~ME04102

CaolblNUng f.cIton
Tcnw HIl1#JatfTJrologrIlpIty
Toki 0shima/iI1ustraliun
Morgan ShepanJ/sl4ge
/.die Morison/art
Mj}z Quinn/sport

CD

FEATURING: WE ALMOST GOT IT TOGETHER

ptlyIlbIe in IIdvrma.

DbpIIIy AdnltWIi,
Annie Umis, HoUy Lynn
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Conbtbuton
Lynda Barry, Brenda Chandler,
Mary Ua Craw/ey,1Jaue Mmsh,
Hilmy Mt:Comb Nangk,

ManU! Paulstn
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TANITA TIKARAM

WE TOO ARE ONE
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OUAUTY FILM DEVELOPING
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I have just read your article, 'The Environment Isn' t In
Danger," in the Ithaca Grapevine. I am feeling more and more
motivated to do something toward being in harmony with the
environment starting on a personal level.

Olsro Bay ~ is an instrument

1I11"~.'

~
~ ) 1. I . ..... r .l

Call It Love/Nothin' To Hide
Who Else

Harmony with the environment

,

~b

Bt"l<ll1 ' I 1Il 1"" ~1\

AND " CEMENT LAMENT "

features:

Ernest H. Johnson

Smith House
T .... Alcohol Institute at Mercy Hospital
Stanley J. Evans, M.D., P.A.

•
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Safe pix

s
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Carlo Pittore

Recovering from Co-Dependency
An Evening Progromfor the General Public

For information, registration or a conference brochure,
call n2-8822.

V
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SOUTH PORTLAND,
Maine Mall Rd.,
Mallside Shopping Ctr. .
(207)871-8951

WHEREVER YOU ARE .. .wE ARE! WITH A CONVENIENT LOCATION NEAR YOU!
Olsro Bay ~ is Q member
Associalion of Altnnalive
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UPDATES

Natural Foods .Market
Saturday Samples
FebrUilTY

17

Sample our Natural Foods

*

MERe may dump ash on RWS

•

Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A.

Macintosh

•
•
•
•
•

Consulting'" Training T Programming

Peter DeCrescenzo
774-1682

Reality Therapy Counselor
Individual, family & group therapy
Issues of personal growth, depression & addiction
Consultant for individuals with special needs
Private reading instruction - children & adults

LAS E R
CARTRIDGE
RECYCLING

$250,000 LIFE INSURANCE
Male age 30 $200.00
Male age 40 $245.00

Female age 35 $187.50
Male age 50 $375.00

Dog walkers to meet about poop

• Preferred non-smoker rates
• Top rated company
Can for personal quotes:

NORTHEAST FINANCIAL SERVICES

","NO :

l;~lACCOUNT
,

,

Maine Energy Recovery Company's (MERC) waste-tQ-energy
incinerator, which is nearly out of landfill space, wants to dump
ash at the Regional Waste System (RWS) landfill in South Portland. But RWS doesn't want the ash. "We don't think MERC's
problems should be our problems," said Eric Root of RWS.
But RWS might be required by law to take the ash. "Under
certain emergency conditions, iI's possible to direct waste," said
Kenneth J. Young of the site and disposal division within the
fledgling Maine Waste Managemen t Agency . Young said that the
Hamden site where MERC dumps its ash will be "exhausted"
within two years. Young's agency is scrambling to find another
landfill site for the ash, but "won't have one or more landfills
within that time."
The RWS site in South Portland is slated to last 20 years, but the
landfill's life would shorten if i t was forced to accept other's ash.
Young said that it is possible that once his agency finds another
landfill site, RWS could send along the amount of ash that it took
fromMERC.
But Root, who said that "new laws and the political climate"
make finding new landfills prohibitive, stands guard at the South
Portland site. "What would your reaction be to trying to find
another landfill in Southern Maine. It's not like going to the
supermarket," he said.

"GIVES
YOU

The City of Portland may lock up West End Cemetery, and the
West End Dog Walkers are barking mad.
"The dogs are defecating all over people's graves. It's rather
disrespectful," said John DiPaolo, Superintendent of Cemeteries.
"He's ostracizing the people that help monitor the place,"
growled dog walker Brad Con vis, who said members of the dog
walking group "report kids drinking and knocking graves over."
But DiPaolo said that the cemetery's biggest problem is the dog
walkers themsel ves. DiPaolo said he has "been getting complaints
for years" about dog poop. On the afternoon Feb. 6, DiPaolo
locked the main entrance of the cemetery, locking Convis and
other walkers inside.
"He locked the gate without warning or provocation," said
Con vis, who added that he and other walkers had to hurl themselves over a five-foot wall and coax their canines through a space
in the gate. DiPaolo said that he drove around the cemetery twice
before he locked it, and that he didn't see anyone in there.
Calls from neighbors prompted the cemetery being reopened
on Feb. 9. Dog walker Nan Miller said that on Feb. 22 the dog
walkers will meet with a group from the city, including Mayor
Clennot and DiPaolo. Miller said the walkers will offer to do a
"spring cleanup" and to "clean up after the dogs on an as-needed
basis," if the city keeps the gates to the graveyard open.

Weatherization funding chilled

K
FOR YOUR

BUCKS."

A checking account with more
What do you really want from a checking account? As much
as you can get.
That's the idea behind Casco Northern's Bonus Banking:
you get more. Yet you pay less.
NOW checking with no minimum balance. Free
checks. Interest on balances over $500. Plus, you qualify for
bonus interest on savings and CDs. Discount rates on loans. And Bonus Banking
customers have unlimited free use
of Casco Northern Anytime Money'"
machines ... as well as any other ATM on
the Plus System" or Yankee 24" network.
Face it, no other account gives you so much for just $6 a
month. Only Bonus Banking. Only from Casco Northern.
Open an account at any branch office, or call

BONU$
BANKING

1-800-88-BONUS
Outside Maine: 207·776·7732

Casco Northern 8anJ<
~ A Bank of Boston Company
MemtwrfOK

A program that "weatherizes" homesforCumberland County's
low-income, elderly and handicapped people will lose 60 percent
of its 1991 funding. Warren Cheever, director of the weatherization program located at Southern Maine Vocational College, said
60 percent of the program's funding had been from a federal
"petroleum escrow violation fund." But Cheever said that fund,
which held fines against oil companies that were handed out to
states, is "used up," and the program's $500,000 budget for 1989
has plummeted to $200,000 for 1990. Putting weather stripping on
doors and insulating attics and walls can cut heating costs up to
one-half for eligible homes. But Cheever said the program will be
able to weatherize only 125 homes this year, a sharp decrease from
the 360 it weatherized last year. The program operates under the
joint auspices of Southern Maine Technical College and People's
Regional Opportunity Program (PROP).

WEIRD NEWS:
--Canadian prison inmate Robert Walters, halfway through a
24-year sentence for robbery, was allowed out of Collins Bay Penitentiary for six hours on a "resocialization program" on the
condition that his guard keep him in sight at all times. After the
two got drunk at a bar, Walters excused himself and popped
across the street to rob a bank.
--Melvin Johnson set a pile of his clothes on fire at a homeless
shelter in Columbia, S.c., torching the building. When fire fighters arrived, Johnson drove off naked in an assistant fire chief's car
with the lights flashing.
--As part of a $180,000 state-funded project, researchers are
combing Illinois in search of owl barf, which they say could
provide valuable information on how changes in the environment
affect animals. In the past six months, the researchers have collected about 6,000 pellets of indigestible leftovers-hair, bone and
teeth-spit up by owls.
Roland Sweet/AlterNet
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entrees
desserts
snacks
Come in &. delight your taste buds and body

537 Shore Road' Cape Elizabeth· 767-2803
Mon.,Tues., Sat. 9:30-6 • Wed.-Fri. 9:30-8 • Sun. 8-4

Walk-in Medical Clinic

-- -

871-8080
INTDWN HEALTH
693 CONGRESS STREET, PORTLAND, ME 04102
No Appointment Necessary
Cholesterol Screening
Open Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

CALVERT

SOCIAL

A soggy Michael Boland emerges from his tent on Saturday morning.

Maine student activists in Unity
the 3O-member group's mission is to steer the
school toward its mission. "I I' s becoming increasingly clear that the university is simply an apologist for corporate irresponSibility," said Boland,
"even e.O.A., which was started as an alternative
school."
The Environmental Action Group has lobbied
for recycling and against foam food containers a t
Unity College, where the weekend SEAC meeting
was held. Mary Kahrs, also a SEAC meeting organizer, said there are now about 40 students
loosely involved with the Unitygroupthatstarted
last fall. Like Boland, her motivation stems in part
from frustration with her school administration :
,
'This is supposed to bean 'environmental' school,'
she said. "But nothing's been done about the environment here."
Action
The Bates Environmental Coalition has also
Most of the students arrived soaking wet on lobbied for recycling on campus, and has hosted
Saturday morning, after a late-night rainstorm speakers and an Environmental Awarenes S
transformed the field wl\ere they had pitched Month.John Garesche, anotherSEAC meeting ortheir tents into a giant puddle. The night before ganizer, leads the 70-member Bates group. A S
had included a few opening speeches followed by part of that school's well-financed Outing Club,
the Obligatory late hours of guitar-playing and the Bates group was by far the most well-financed
of those represented at the Unity conference.
sophomoric debate.
Earth's ECO (Environmentally Concerned
Clad mostly in blue jeans and bulky sweaters,
the two dozen students made up their agenda as Organization) has been planning Earth Dayevents
they went along. About once an hour, the group for the University of New England in Biddeford
discussion derailed into confusion over how they Colleen Walsh, a student in that school's new
.would proceed. Most wanted to avoid a hierar- environmental studies program, said that abou t
40 students have been involved in the fledglin g
chical, male-dominated structure.
A handful of older activists led workshops in group. "On our campus, people aren't very env inon-violent resistance and techniques of civil- ronmentally aware," said Walsh. "We're trying t0
disobedience. Between sessions, practical con- educate them."
The Druids, along with the Greens, are tw0
cerns dominated the informal discussions: many
students were curious about the on-campus ac- environmentally-oriented groups at Bowdoi n.
tions of others, and about funding for those ac- Druid Ted Labbe said that 6O-student group ha s
grown during the last few years, helped in part b y
tions.
AI though this networking was the main objec- their public opposition to the school's decision to
tive of the weekend, two specific group actions topple several old trees in order to build a parkin g
were discussed: a Feb. 26 march protesting timber lot. The Druids have also brought several prOffil practices of the National Forest Service thatwould nent environmental speakers to their campu s,
coincide with SEAC marches in 44 other states; including last fall's standing-room-only tumo ut
and a possible protest of the Great Northern for Earth First! founder Dave Foreman.
Nekoosa shareholder's meeting scheduled for
Unity
March 2 in Portland.
The University of Southern Maine does not
Michael Boland, a senior at College of the Atlantic, was among those who debated the pros have an organized environmental group, but it
and cons of each action. Speaking through a thick has Emily Whitman. Already the statewide cambeard, he was often without his shoes but rarely pus coordinator for Earth Day 1990, Whitma n
without a thought. "My feelings stress action," he wants to reinvigorate USM's Public Interest Resaid. But when asked what that action would be, search Group and take on urban environmental
projects.
Boland earnestly admitted, "I don't know."
"I feel there's a surge of interest coming back to
environmental issues," said Whitman, who, u nOrganization
Along with two other organizers, Boland did like most of the others, is old enough to remembe r
know enough to gather these student leaders the last surge.
"The problem has been that everyone's 0 ut
from across Maine. "I knew they were out there
but I didn't know who they were," he said. After therein their own little group," she said. Whitman
a bit of digging, he found a dozen small environ- thinks SEAC and Earth Day can launch the netmental groups among the states three dozen work needed to carry the new student activism
into the '90s.
campuses. Among them:
"We're in Unity," she said. "And thaI's wh at
The Environmental Action Resource Network
has cond uc ted energy audits and lobbied for better we need."
Monte Paulsen
energy use at College of the Atlantic. Boland said
In Maine, where they'll pay you plenty to tear
down a forest but not a penny to save one, the job
of defending the environment has always fallen
to those with time on their hands. And while
legions of volunteer activists have emerged from
Maine's deep woods and big cities, surprisingly
few have come from the state's college campuses.
But the times, they are a-changin'.
Student leaders from six Maine schools gathered Feb. 9-11 at Unity College to meet and plan
joint actions. It was the first Maine gathering of
the Student Environmental Action Coalition
(SEAC), a new national umbrella group. Those in
attendanceagreed that student activism will make
a comeback this decade, and that the movement
will be green.
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WIlliam Houston, D.O.
Roberta Gerson, D.O.
Stephen Dell, M.D.
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hands.

R A·W BAR & G R ILL
FEBRUARY SPECIALS. THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Shrimp Spectacular • Monday & Tuesday
20 Large Shrimp
Prepared Scampi, Cajun or Beer Battered

~5I

served all day long for·
only$9.95

:

164 Middle Street, Portland • 773-3760

PORTLAND

MONDAY 9:00 pm

WE'VE
GOT

In Maine ...
We Heat
with Acorns!

Think
'of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.

MUSI
Acorn Slipper Socks

On Sale Now!
Men's
Women's
Junior's
and
Toddler's
sizes

mmm;;wn:MF@:iIii No other radio
station in Portland offers you

Colors Too!

the variety of talk programs available
on WGAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day , the WGAN news team breaks
. the stories that become the next day's
. headlines. Want the best news and
information? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

1J1\'r1!' ~ I

FACfORY

STORE
An Authentic

European
Down Shop

Portland's NewsfTalk Station

6 Mill St.
Freeport, Maine
~r6..

865-1713

On the South Side of the

Village Center Parking Area

Healthy faces,
hidden \Mounds
Continued from page one

According to the Maine Head Injury Foundation (MHIF), up to 2,000 Mainers a year sutfer
head injuries "resulting in long term and
permanent disability." The NHIF reports that
nationally more than 50,000 people a year
sustain severe head injuries - more people than
are stricken with Parkinsons disease, cerebral
palsy or multiple sclerosis.
But public knowledge about head injury lags
berund knowledge about those diseases. Nancy
Chase of the MHIF said that research and
treatment of head injury is barely a decade old.
"People used to die from major head injuries
and now they're surviving," Chase said. Programs to help head injured people and their
families generally are very young. The NHIF
was founded only in 1980.
According to the NHIF, motor vehicle
accidents are the major cause of head injury and
most victims are 15 to 24 years old. Serious injunes usually result in a loss of consciousness or
coma that last anywhere from minutes to
months, the NHIF reports.

Heading toward recovery

Can we talk?
About personals?
You bet we can.

TALKING
PERSONAL
All codls are screened.
Obscene me55~ges wiD be deleted.
To place you own TaIldng Personal ad,
call Mark Kelleher at 775-6601.

Now. not only can you read the personals- but you can also' listen
and even talk to theml
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to find out more about
the persc;>n pladng the ad. to share more about yourself. or Just to
see who s out there.
To listen to the Talking Personals In this Issue. Just follow these
simple directions:
I. Dial 1-900~96-2B24 from any phone.
Each call c?,.St 95 ¢ per mlnute. billed to your phone.
2. When the machine answers. dial access code 22.
3. Now the machine will ask for a spedflc number.
Enter the 'lPL' number listed at the end of the ad you
wish to respond to.
4. LIsten to the recorded message. and leave your
response If you wish. It's as easy as that!

Tim Grassi sustained a head injury four years
ago. Tim was thrown from his truck after it fell
90 feet off a bridge one winter night. He does
not remember the accident or why he was out
in the middle of the night. Friends of Tim's
have said that his heavy drinking and nearlyfatal ride followed an argument with a girlfriend.
Tim s~ffered a head injury, a collapsed lung
and partial paralysis in his left side. The accident left Tim in a coma for eight months and in
the hospital for another six months following
thecoma.
Tim's mobility has improved remarkably in
• the last four years, said Martino, who works
with Tim in the Community Head Injury

CBW(Tonee Harbert

Tim Grassl checks himself in his mirror.
Program (CHIP) program. But Tim's physical
disabilities are still profound and a real source
of frustration for rum. He walks with a cane
held in his good, right hand. His steps are slow
and measured.
"I hate the words "hurry up,'" Tim said.
Tim's speech impairment is the most frustrating consequence of rus head injury. Tim
pronounces every syllable of a word very
slowly and with effort, and frequently needs to
repeat words in order to be understood. He said
that thoughts come to him quickly but that it
takes rum a long time to summon the words.
Asked if he has had any trouble with his
memory, Tim replied "I don't remember," and
flashed a smile.
Martino said that "Tim is a person who
embraces strategies." The inside cover of Tim's
pocket calendar has a piece of paper taped in it.
Typed at the top is "MORNING SCHEDULE"
and below it are these entries:
4.55 get up head for shower
5.15 in the shower
5.40 out of the shower
5.45 in your room, get dressed, do inhalers
6.25 out of room to kitchen, eat breakfast
6.45 finish eating
6.50 brush teeth, put on coat, ready to go
This "strategy" speaks to the extent of Tim's
memory problem. His morning routine, which
takes him nearly two hours, hardly differs with
the rou tine most of us complete within 45
minutes.
Presently Tim lives at a group home for head
injured men on Newton Street in Portland.
With the help of CHIP and Maine's Vocational
Rehabilitation program, Tim got a job at Binax
Inc. in Portland where he racks test tubes to
srup them. Before the accident, he had been a
carpenter. Tim's goaWs to work full time and
live on his own, he said. The group home,
support from CHIP and finding steady work
have all helped Tim move toward those g~als.

Falling between the cracks
After the motorcycle accident, Corinne
(whose name has been changed at the request
of her psychologist) was in a coma for 12 days
and had amnesia for another 10, she said. Right
after the accident she had trouble writing and

talking. Even now, 10 years later, she said,
"Nowadays I don't understand words that I
used to know ... Like reading Time magaZine I
don't understand all the words and I don't
understand what they're talking about... I'm
sure I knew the words before because it seems
to me I used to know them."
Corinne said that her memory is selective,
that she is most likely to forget something she
doesn't want to do anyway, like going to the
dentist or to family planning.
Corinne lives in Portland's West End.
Occasionally she stops in the Casco Bay Weekly
office when she is out walking her dog. She is
outgoing and friendly. Whenever she comes in
the office, she picks up the receiver of my
phone. The telephone cord has a way of getting
twisted up and it bugs Corinne to look at it. She
picks up the phone and dangles the receiver
near the floor so that it spins in one direction
and then the other, bobbing slightly, until the
kinks gradually spin out.
Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, a counselor
who has worked with Corinne through the
MHIF, said that Corinne probably was impulsive before her accident, that she may have
untwisted a lot of phone cords then, too. But
Loewenberg-Irlandyadded that head injuries
"exacerbate" components of a person's behavior. Loewenberg-Irlandy said that her head
injury made Corinne less able to resist or
control her impulses than before her accident, a
point testified to by her repeated shoplifting.
Corinne said that inadequate counselling
following her head injury 10 years ago accounts
for the problems she is having presently. "My
functions weren't right, but I wasn't really
having the kind of help I needed then. Nobody
told me or taught me what I was doing wrong
or the why I shouldn't do it."
The lack of counselling Corinne got 10 years
ago owes to the relative novelty of head injury
at that time. And now that Corinne is living on
her own in the community - albeit dysfunctionally with a prolific criminal record - she isn't
eligible for community re-entry programs like
the one Tim is in. Peter DeCrescenzo, a friend
and neighbor advocating on Corinne's behalf,
Continued on next page
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said that he and other advocates for Corinne
have "tried many times to see who out there
c:ou.ld lend Corinne support and we've had only
hmlted success in finding people ... that will
help her."
"They fall between the cracks," Martino said
about head injured people like Corinne who
cou~d ~nefit from structured counselling but
don t find the money or services they need.
Loewenberg-Irlandy maintains that
Corinne's nonnal appearance works to undermine Corinne getting help, "Her appearance
works at a disadvantage, because she's supposed to be normaL"

Corinne's head injury is hidden only to
strangers. To others, the injury remains hidden
even to themselves. For a woman we'll can
"Kate," the invisible injury was a stumbling
block to rehabilitation.
Kate didn't want to talk about the drcumstances of her accident in 1975. But she did say
that. after spending three months in the hospital
getting over amnesia so severe that she didn't
know what the fork and knife on her hospital
tray were, she spent three more months in an
outpatient treatment program where she
relearned such everyday household activities as
how "to set tables and sweep floors."
Then, six months after her accident, Kate
returned to her job as a social worker. "My
Rolodex was strange and not strange," she said,
"I had to review (office) policies, which were
familiar and not familiar ... 'What does that
mean?' or 'What do you mean?' became popular phrases."
Kate said that she carried around index cards
on which she "would write down everything"
to prompt her through a day. She said that the
position she had held for eight years before the
accident became incredibly difficult when she
couldn't "remember things, complete tasks in a
c~r~in amount of time, concentrate or prioritIze and that she "had trouble putting
thoughts into words."
Kate said that appearing to be okay compounded her pro.blems at work. "You look fine.
You talk alright. There's nothing physical that
shows so what could be wrong with you.
People would imply Why are you slacking
off?'"
Martino added that "people with the least
amount of impainnent face the biggest challenges because they fit in ... Some people who
have concussions think that they're okay. Two
months later at work they may have trouble on
the job remembering names... In the interim
they could be caned everything from a 'malingerer' to a 'moron.'"
Kate and other head injured people who "try
to keep the normalcy level up" are liable to
isolate themselves rather than appear odd to
others, Martino said.
"1 had a strong denial and thought I could
overcome this. But the more I tried, the more I
got frustrated," Kate said.
Kate kept seeing clients but "knew that 1 was
going crazy." Kate consulted a psychiatrist,
who she continued seeing for 10 years while
sh~ struggled. Kate finany took a neuropsycholOgical exam, which indicated that she had
suffered significant brain damage. She also took
a math aptitude test and tested only at the
second-grade leveL
."In a way there was a feeling of relief," Kate
saId, "and yet it wasn't a relief because it meant
that there was damage and that it wasn't going
to get any better." After she got the results, Kate
left her job.
"The big problem is accepting that you can't
be what you once were and can't do what you
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"Corinne," just after being released from cumberland County Jail.

CBWrronee Harbert

"impulsive behavior and lack of control" is.
Judge MacNichol called a recess for lunch.
Standing outside of the courthouse in light rain,
Corinne pulled a half-smoked cigarette from
her coat pocket and lit it. "I think I'm gonna be
sentenced," she said, drawing casually from the
cigarette, "Lisa Nash wants to put me away."
After the recess, when everyone had returned to the couryroom except the judge,
Corinne called Levine to her seat. When he
reached Corinne, she straightened his tie, which
had been a little crooked.
Loewenberg-Irlandy was the first witness
Levine called after the recess. Loewenberg said
that last year she tried to get Corinne into a
residential facility in New Hampshire but that
her "level of functioning" was "too high-level"
The facility focussed primarily on "re-entry
issues" for the recently injured and wouldn't
you,'"
accept
Corinne because Corinne was already
Since leaving her career in 1987, Kate has
"functioning in the community," Loewenbergdone odd jobs at Goodwill, painted, and in the
IrIandy
said.
summer does odd jobs including taking care of
But Lisa Nash, who took the stand next, said
lawns.
that the New Hampshire fadlity hadn't denied
Lately Kate has been working on the staff of
Corinne
but rather that Corinne didn't want to
a residential program for victims of head injury.
go
there
because she couldn't take her dog with
She has made the transition from a client back
her.
"I
believe
(Corinne) has problems," Nash
to a social worker, but still acknowledges her
limitations, "I couldn't handle it full time," Kate said, "but she understands what she's done is
said, "but 1 care about people. 1 care about life." wrong. 1 think she's had enough chances."
In her closing statement, Stout chimed,
"Day of reckoning"
"Although we all have sympathy for her injury,
we
understand that she does have controLThe
'1t gets harder and harder every time we go
state
would suggest the court send a stronger
back to court," said Robert Levine, who has
message"
of "deterrence" and "punishment."
served as Corinne's court-appointed lawyer
Finally Judge MacNichol ruled that "as
before, two days before his latest case repredifficult
as life may be for" Corinne that she
senting Corinne.
had
to
"face
a day of reckoning." He sentenced
Corinne was tried recently in Cumberland
Corinne to five days in jail on top of five days
County Superior Court. Elizabeth Stout proseshe had already served after being incarcerated.
cuted on behalf of the district attorney. Sitting
She
would report to the Cumberland County
beside Stout was Lisa Nash, Corinne's parole
Jail in three days, MacNichol said.
officer. Judge Alexander MacNichol heard the
DeCrescenzo shared Doiron's fear that
case.
Corinne's
head injury would be aggravated in
Corinne faced up to 60 days in jail for
those
five
days. As Loewenberg-Irlandy,
breaking the terms of her probation by going
Levine, and DeCrescenzo filed out of the
into Shop 'n Save and trying to take two packs
courtroom, DeCrescenzo said "This is physical
of cigarettes. Levine would call Corinne,
Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy and Peter DeCres- punishment for stealing two packs of cigarettes
and that just doesn't seem fair."
cenzo to the witness stand.
"I don't know what's going to happen to
As exhibits Levine entered letters from Dr.
Corinne,"
added Loewenberg-Irlandy. "If jail ,
Richard Doiron and Pat Phillips. Doiron, a
helped, then after she shoplifted the first time,
neuropsychologist, wrote he had met with and
she wouldn't do it again ... She can't learn from
would continue meeting with Corinne. Pat
jail. I'll keep trying to find an appropriate
Phillips, from Saint Dominics Church in Portprogram for her."
land where Corinne does volunteer work,
As they left the courtroom, Corinne was
wrote that arrangements had been made for
already
in the hall. She had her coat on and had
someone to take Corinne grocery shopping
picked
up
two empty soda cans, worth a dime.
weekly and "supervise" her.

be what you once were and can't do what you
once did," Kate said. She said that "intellectually" she has accepted her limitations but that
she still struggles to accept it emotionally.
Kate found that her scores on her neuropsychological exams made her eligible for disability income and for vocational rehabilitation
counseling. With vocational rehabilitation
support, Kate applied for .several jobs including
painting, working in a hardware store and
cleaning cages at a veterinarian's. Kate found
that both telling people about her head injury
and not telling them about it had their drawbacks. Many employers looked at her background in social work and "said that I was
overqualified and would say 'no.' Otherwise,
I'd say that it took me longer to learn and
they'd say, 'Sorry, we don't have time to train

When Levine called Corinne to the stand, he
asked her if she "attributed" her shoplifting to
her head injury, Corinne responded that she
thought her shoplifting resulted from "emotions caused by the injury."
The judge later would ask LoewenbergIrlandy if kleptomania was common among the
head injured. Loew~nberg-Irlandy responded
that kleptomania isn't common per se but that

Andy N~n, since /earning of the dangers of head
injury, has vowed to purchase a bike helmet befort he rolls
out this spring.
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A woman bares her tiger for the audience, also during the beauty contest.
Four contestants; walt backstage to show their skin in the Tattoo Beauty Contest.

TATTOO
Continued from page one

The tattoos of the Easy Rider subculture of the 1960s
were mostly skulls and other Grim-Reaper imagery.
Today, the heavy-metal boys of M1V are the hottest
promoters of tattoo, and America's young are itching
to join them.
Randi Cleveland got her first tattoo eight years ago.
rt's a small rose on the inside of her thigh. "It's the
same way most girls start out," she said.
Cleveland considers herself a biker, and said it's
traditional that biker women compete for the most
beautiful tattoos. A young red-headed woman from
South Portland, she wore a tight tank top to show off
her chest tattoo.
Her boyfriend, Brett Harding, got his first tattoo
when he was 21: the Grim Reaper holding a sickle. He
and two other friends got the same image to symbolizc
their friendship.

Skin art
For Cleveland and Harding, tattoos arc part of their
culture as bikers. Tattoos arc "cool," said Harding. But

for the world's 1,000 or so profeSSional tattoo artists,
that idea just scratches the skin.
Tattooing has been done for thousands of years.
Tattoos were first found in Egypt around 2000 B.C.
Since then, tattoos have been thought to provide
magical protection from sickness or bad lu<;k, and have
served as marks to identify rank, status or membership
in a group. But the most common reason for having a
tattoo is pure decora tion.
Today the art of tattoo draws on the traditions and
styles of the past. Modem Tribalism, the Oriental Style
and Black & White are just a few of the styles used by
modem tattoo artists.
Ian Barfoot's table in the ballroom was constantly
surrounded by people. He is considered the best freehand tattoo artist alive today. His art is classic and
refined, and assistant Steve Glanfield's intricate and
colorful full body suit (in cover photo) is testimony to
Barfoot's talent.
If Ian Barfoot is the Da Vinci of tattoo art, Bernie
Luther is the Warhol of it. Luther, a 26-year-old
Austrian, is an up-and-<:oming tattoo artist. He had
long hair and a pierced nose, and wore a cap that said
"Keep Holland Beautiful, Get Tattooed!" He is most
noted for his use of vibrant color and sexy imagery.
"[f Luther gains recognition in the future, [ can say I
have one," said Brad Taylor, a carpenter from Lynn,
Mass.
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Shotsie Gorman is the publisher of Tattoo Advocate,
a sophisticated trade magaZine. He is also a respected
tattoo artist. His viewbook of tattoo work is impres-
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sive, and he is booked solid for the next two months.
Trained as a sculptor, Shotsie became fed up with
"the business of the art world and the elitist attitude."
He turned to tattooing "as an opportunity to do
something virtually untouched."
He started Tattoo Advocate because he was tired of
the "tits and ass biker magazines," he said. The
magaZine is primarily concerned with getting the
message out that "tattooing is all pervasive in our
society."
"Our society is puritanical, staid and old world," he
said. He has written the Vatican several times about
their banning of tattooing. He has also tried to organize a tattoo art exhibition with a gallery, but had no
success.
This lack of acceptance does much to set back artists
like Shotsie. "Tattoos can range from the garish to the
sublime," he said, and as in anything, there are hacks
and there are masters.
The tattooed, who live with it either way, consider it
all art. And as importantly, they consider it theirs. "I
have one breast and one canvas," said Randi Cleveland. "I don't see the left in the same way as I see the
right."

Tattoo Guru
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+
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lequal price or less I with this coupon,'expires 2128/90. Not good
on deliveries or on weekends.

Taylor walked around with no shirt for most of the
weekend, and was proud to talk of his tattoos. They
not only represent something beautiful and artistic, he
said, but they give him strength. He was "shopping
around" for new artists at the convention. He thinks of
his body as a museum and is saving the rest of his legs
for new artists and different styles. Someday, "God
willing," Taylor said he hopes to work up to a full
body suit.
'Tve always loved Oriental art," Taylor said. His
chest and arms are tattooed in the Oriental style. The
work depicts birds, a mermaid and an octopus, among
other images and designs, twisting in and out of one
another in a beautifully coordinated way. His Luther is
in the Biker style and the "black work" around the
edges is Modem. The Biker style features sexy subject
matter, while Modem Tribalism takes it's design from
tattoos of the South Pacific.
Taylor said tattoos are a representation of one's
"inner feelings coming to the surface." The Biker-style
Lu ther tattoo, located on his lower leg, depicts a barebreasted, curvaceous blonde woman saddling an
oversized tattoo gun.
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Leslie Morison would have the Last Supper tattooed on her back.
Tonee Ilarbert leaves his impression everywhere he goes.

Ian Barfoot buzzes In the ballroom, emblazoning an abdominal tiger.
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Steel Cow and Otis Coyote are
different shades, sizes and
combinations of three former
bands - Brittle Body, The Ultraviolets and Jung Archetypes.
Celebrate George. For more information, call 774-1431.
• The rarely seen movie
"Room at the Top" airs at 11
p.m. on channel 10. Laurence
Harvey ("The Manchurian Candidate") plays a young opportunist who will stop at nothing
to get to the top, including seducing the boss's daughter
(Simone Signoret). Signoret's
pectormance as a woman who
won't be easily used and
discarded is outstanding.

"The Magic Flute" and
other sounds from
Mozart's day are on the
program at the Portland
Museum of Art Feb. 18.
Calendar design/Sally L. Brophy

• The news at six offers a
different perspective on Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union.
"Vremya," the official Soviet
newscast, is airing this week on
MPBN and other public television stations. The Public
Broadcasting Network is
broadcasting "Vremya" today,
tomorrow and next Monday
and Tuesday at 6 p.m. to assess
whether there is sufficient
interest to air the newscast more
regularly. "Vremya" can be
viewed locally on channels 10
and 26.
• Photographs from two
series by California artist
Richard Misr h are on exhibit
at the Evans Gallery, 8 Pleasant
St., Portland. The first series,
"Desert Cantos," shows the
relationship between man and
the American desert with
pictures that serve as both a
record and a warning. "The
Pit," Misrach's recent project,
depicts burial sites for livestock
in the Nevada desert. The
livestock is believed to be dying
from poisoned groundwater
created by leftover "hot spots"
from nuclear testing. The
exhibit continues through Mar.
24. Gallery hours are TuesdayFriday from 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Saturday, 11 a.m.-5 p.m. For more
information, call 879-0042.
• Harpsichordist Peter
Watchorn performs music by
Handel, J.S. Bach. Scarlatti and
Rameau at 7:30 p.m. at the
Bowdoin College Museum of
Art in Brunswick. The recital is
free and open to the public, but
seating is limited. Tickets are
available in advance at the
Events Office, Moulton Union.
For more Information, call 7253151.

• There's always time for a
road trip to the blues. Sandra
Reaves-Phillips, singer and
Broadway actress, presents a
tribute to some of the great
women of jazz and blues: Bessie
Smith, Ma Rainey, Ethel Waters,
Billie Holiday, Josephine Baker
and Dinah Washington.
Showtime is 8 p.m. in Hutchins
Concert Hall, Maine Center for
the Arts, University of Maine,
Orono. For ticket information,
call 581-1755.
• Whodunit? Agatha
Christie's murder mystery, Ihe
Mousetrap" is being presented
this weekend and next by the
Mystic Theater Company at The
Portland Club, 156 State St.,
Portland. The dinner theater
production is directed by David
Webster and Rebecca Szatkowski Feb. 16-18,23-25. Dinner is
at 7 p.m.; show begins at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $27.50, available at
the Food Court of One City
Center and at Raffles Cafe
Bookstore. For more information, call 773-0218.
• Maine humorist and folk
singer Kendall Morse performs
at 8 p.m. at Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland.
Tickets for the concert are $6 in
advance (available at Amadeus
Music, Buckdancer's Choice
and Gallery Music in Portland),
and $8 at the door. For more
information, call the Portland
Folk Gub at 773-9549.

• A show for kids of all ages
kicks off a week of perform-

ances by the Children'S Theater
of Maine in USM Portland's
Luther Bonney Auditorium.
Margery Williams popular book
'The Velveteen Rabbit" was
adapted for the stage by Tom
Olsen of the Minneapolis Children's Theatre, and will be
performed Saturdays through
Mar. 3. Other performances this
week include a show by the
visual comedian Randy Judkins
on Wednesday, "Androcles and
the Lion" on Thursday, and an
ecological musical, "Earthlings." presented by local
children on Friday. All performances are at 10 a.m. Tickets are
$4. For more information, call
854-0389.
• Boston bluesmen Ronnie
Earl & the Broadcasters come to
town for a show at Raoul's
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. Tickets are $6.
For more information, call m6886.

• Feeling bookish? Debora
DeNicola, Alison Deming and
Kathleen Lignell read from
'The Eloquent Edge," a new
collection of fiction, poetry and
essays published by Acadia
Press at 4 p.m. at Raffles Cafe
Bookstore, 555 Congress St.,
Portland. For more
information, call 7613930.
+Onamore
raucous note,
three revamped Portland
bands
take the
stage
at the
Tree
Cafe,
45 Danforth
St., Portland.
My Three
Sons,

.

L.

• A staged reading of "Shake
Scenes" by the Portland Stage
Company takes place tonight at
the PSC's rehearsal hall at the
Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland. The play is the first
written by PSC's production
stage manager William Chance
and it fuses hi$torical events
with Chance's own understanding of Shakespeare. The free
reading is at 7 p.m. For more information, call 774-1043.

prices. (There's no cover
charge.) The show starts at 9
p.m., but you'll need to get
there early if you don't want to
stand. For more information,
call 773-4500.

• Snow sports for kids ... A
winter carnival with skating,
sliding, snow painting, treasure
hunts, hay rides, dog sledding
and more is underway today,ll
a.m.-2 p.m., in Deering Oaks
Park. Tomorrow there will be
free cross-country ski lessons, a
snowboard clinic, snowshoeing,
• Hidden
tobogganing and more at
away on MarRiverside Golf Course from 11
ket Street is an
a.m.-2 p.m. Bring your own
enclave of comequipment. For more informaedy. Tim Ferrell,
tion, call Portland Recreation at
Michael Rafkin
874-8793.
and Kevin Shone take
• On thin ice ... the 50th annithe stage tonight at Little
versary
extravaganza of the Ice
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland.
Capades is taking place today
Ferrell heads up the trio as the
straight man. Shone's improvithrough Sunday at the Cumbersation is quick land County Civic Center.
and brilliant,
Performances are tonight at 7:30
p.m., Thursday and Friday at 2
and at times
.......__ he seems as if and 7:30 p.m, Saturday at 12,
4 and 8 p.m., and
Sunday at 1
the show. And and 5 p.m.
Mad Horse
Tickdirector
Rafkin adds a high brow
element which keeps raunchiness in check. Great enter'~;'n~on' at reasonable

ets are $12, $10 and $8.50. For
ticket information, call the Civic
Center Box Office at 775-3458.

• Beaux Arts Trio has been
performing chamber music with
elegance and precision for over
30 years. The piano trio pianist Manahem Pressler, violinist Isodore Cohen and cellist
Peter Wiley - perform Haydn's
Trio in E Hat Major, Ravel's
Trio in A Minor, and
Beethoven's Archduke Trio at
7:30 p.m. in Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are $25,
$20, $14 and $9 available from
the Portland Concert Association at 772-8630.
• "Who killed Vincent
Chan?" Chtistine Choy's
powerful documentary about
Asian immigrants in blue-collar
Detroit was nominated for an
Academy Award last year.
Choy examines the death of a
young Chinese-American engineer, Vincent Chin, who was.
beaten to death with a baseball
bat. The accused murderer,
Ronald Ebens, never
spent any time in
jail for his crime.
The documentary
shows today at
4 p.m. in
Kresge Audi..
torium,
Visual
~
Arts
Center,

-.

• The Portland Museum of
Art offers a way to come to
slowly this morning with the
next concert in the Block and
Bagels series. Six bucks buys
you museum admission, coffee,
bagels and a concert by the
wind quintet, The Block Ensemble. The quintet performs
the Overture from "Magic
Flute" by Mozart, a quintet by
Beethoven, Rondo from Quintet
#3 by Giovanni Guiseppe
Cambini, Quartet by Carl
Stamitz and Franz Joseph
Haydn's Presto. Coffee, juice
and bagels will be served at
10:30 a.m. Concert begins at 11
a.m. in the Great Hall of the
museum. For more information,
call 775-6148.
See Feb. 17.

\

\

BowdOin College, Brunswick.
There will be a repeat showing
at 7:30 p.m. in Beam Classroom.
Choy will be at Bowdoin Feb. 27
to discuss her movies. Her
movie "Dragon Chow" about
the friendship between a
Chinese man and a Pakastani
man in West Germany shows
Feb. 28 at 3:30 ~nd 8 p.m. in
Kresge Auditorium. For more
information, call 725-3151.

• More mysteries: Joseph
Kesselring's play, "Arsenic and
Old Lace," is being performed
by the Studio Theater of Bath
tonight through Sunday and
Mar. 2-4 at the Center for the
Arts at the Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St., Bath. Performances are Friday-Saturday
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 3 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for adults, $8 for
seniors and children under 13.
For more information, call 4428455.

• Angela Davis comes to
Bowdoin as part of a program
to celebrate ethnic and cultural
diversity. The human rights
activist and philosopher speaks
at 8 p.m. in Pickard Theater,
Bowdoin College,
Brunswick.
The event

public. For
more information' call725-3151.
• Animal tracking, snowshoeing and outdoor
games highlight the
Maine Audubon Society's
Winter carnival. The
day-long event is being held at
the Gilsland Farm sanctuary
on Route One in Falmouth.
Bird carver Bill Janelle of
Limerick will be in residence
throughout the day; his work
is currently on exhibit at the
SOCiety. Carnival Day is 9 a.m.3 p.m. and admission is $3 for
members and $3.50 for nonmembers. For more information, call 781-2330.

.

I!

Shakespeare Arrives!
THEATRE

Q TWELFTH

COMPANY

presents

_NIGHT

"MOROCCO"

Directed by.Richard Hamburg'"

Feb 1-25

Thu, Fri & Sat 8pm
Sun 7pm

Mad Horse Theatre
955 Forest Ave
Portland
(207) 797-3338

WE
DELIVER
166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

Call 774-7414

February 3-25
PORTLAND
**srAGE**
COMPANY

WED-SAT 7,9
SAT·SUN MAT 1

sex, lies,

and
[RJ Videotape
10 Each...

Sl. Portland

772·9600

774-0465
Mondays: Bar Appreciation Night • Tuesdays: Ladies Night

25A Forest Ave.
. Sponsored by
Casco Northern Bank
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JO

TAKE: OUT.....CATERING
60 OCEAN ST·· . SOUTH PORTLAND

.

767-7119

Hours: Tuesday - Sunday. 11 :30 a.m. - 10:30 p.m .
Sunday 4:30 p.m. Blues Jam - bring your guitar· Closed Mondays

EBRUARY 16
Another Woman Gena Rowlands, Mia

Restaurant and Tayern
• THE 6EST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

Luncheon Specials Every Dayl

SILVER
SCREEN

Warm up with our homemade soups l!c chowders

Fri. Feb. 16

MOXIE MEN

15

Sat. Feb. 17

MOXIE MEN

& 0 POSITIVE

So much for the
American Dream
Happy lIour 4-6 Mon,-t'ri.

on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

A page from Raoul's Employee Handbook
Raoul's 5 steps to
successful service:
1. Greet, seat (ask if prefer
smoking or non), hand menu,
inform of specials, and take
beverage order.
2. Return with beverage and
take food order.
.
3. Return with food and ask If
anything else is needed.
4, Clear table and inform about
desserts and offer coffee.
5 Return with guest check .and
a~k if they need chan.ge or If.
they will be paying With credit
card.
.
th'
Please do not deViate from IS
proven successful formula!!!
Tex-Mex Food, Great Prices and
GREAT SERVICE!!!

Awakening from the American
Dream is only a tragedy if you believed in it in the first place.
"Roger&Me" isa movieaboutthe
effect General Motors' plant closings
had on Aint,Mich. Themoviedoesn't
try to persuade you that GM sucks. [t
starts with the assumption that audience knows the tragedy that followed
GM's decision to move its plants to
Mexico. "Roger & Me" is a movie for
people who don't believe corporate
Arnericaiseconomicallyjustanyway.
The story isn't funny, but the
movie is. Director Michael Moore and
his crew become the comedians in
their absurd pursuit of Roger Smith,
GM'schairmanoftheboard.Moore's
three-year attem pt to meet Smith face
to face is the plot contrived to make
the documentary look like a feature
with Moore in the lead ing role.
Moore makes the clowns of the
American Dream look like clowns.
GM spokespeople are ogres who only
believe in the almighty dollar and
don' t give a damn about people. Miss
Michigan (Iaterto become Miss America)isvacuous.Theman who boosted
the failed downtown revitalization
has eyes that sparkle with naivete.
The biggest clown of all is Roger
Smith. Moore tries to befair with him.
He wants Smith to see Flint for himself, but Smith won't answer Moore's
phone calls and letters. And Moore
can' t get by the security guards at
GM's headquarters in Detroit to invite Roger personally.
Moore isn't much kinder to the
people on the other side of the fence.
Moore finds characters among the
economically depressed . A woman
who raises rabbits for cash comes
across looking batty. Another women
takes her color analysis so seriously
that it's a major crisis in her life when
she discovers she's analyzed herself
incorrectly.
Moore documents the demise of
Aint brilliantly by juxtaposing what
Aint once was when the American
Dream was being fashioned in the
'SOs against what Aint looks like now
with its abandoned factories, homes
and storefronts. But most of the time,
the people themselves embrace the
contradictions. Fast-food restaurant
managers and prison guards hold
onto the American Dream even if
everything around them suggests
there' s little hope.
No one in Moore's movie is wakingup. The tone isn't despondent. It's
absurd. The movie's statement is
powerful without being righteous
because the cause of the problems
and the proffered solutions are all
equally ridiculous.
' .... ~ . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . 4o •
.. __ " , , ' 411P--5jtCl11lV

Farrow and Gene Hackman star in
Woodj Allen·s 1988 movie that came
and went all its first run faster than you
could say ·boo.· A philosophy professor eavesdrops on conversations in a
neighboring psychiatrisfs office and
becomes intrigued by the tales of one
of the patients. She is so drawn to the
women on the other side of the wall that
she eventually follows the patient, gets
to know her and comes to confront her
own past.

0' Oliver
("Platoon" and ' Salvador")

Born on the Fourth

..Iuly

Stone's
second Vietnam movie is abouta young
man from Long Island, who loses faith
after he returns from the war paralyzed. The movie is based on Ron
Kovic's book about his experience.
(Kovic helped Stone with the screenplay.) The most powerful imagery in
the movie evoKes the contrast between
how middle America viewed the war
and what was actually happening in
Vietnam and Washington. In one scene,
Kovic (Tom Cruise) and a friend from
high school - the only one who went
and returned from Vietnam - talk about
the horror they saw. The friends are
talking at the picnic table in the backyard as Kovic's mother turns on 'Laugh
In " inside. Tom Cruise does O.K., but
the best scenes are the one in which
Stone uses Cruise's image as the focal
point of the scene and Cruise doesn't
have to act at all.
Chocolat Claire Denis' movie about is

about growing up in French colonial
Africa. The movie'S most provocative
Images are of the sexual tension between a young girl's mother and their
house servant.
Driving Min Daisy Bruce Beresford·s
("Breaker Morant·) version of Alfred
Uhry's prize-winning play stars Morgan Freeman and Jessica Tandy. The
story is about the evolving relationship
between a Jewish widow and her black
chauffeur. The movie is a metaphor for
old age : slow and beautiful, sharp but
not all there. The film's beautiful photography compensates for the pieces
that are less than engaging .

Henry V The comparisons to Sir Law-

rence Olivier's are inevitable. This
Henry is the lirst movie by director and
actor Kenneth Branaugh. According to
The Village Voice, Branaugh wanted
"to prove that Shakespeare could hold
an audience in the era of 'Batman:"
Madhous. Yuppie couple (John Larro-

quette and Kirstie Alley) must confront
the horrors of guests who will not/eave.
Music BOil Costa-Gavras directed this

movie about a Chicago lawyer (JesSica Lange) who defends her HungarIan-born father against the charge of
Nazi war crimes, who struggles with
the possibility that her lather is the
former "monster of Budapest."

What's Where
General Cinemas
Ma[ne Mall
Maine MaR Road, S p,prtland

77",022
IIlgh_CII)
12:45, 2 :55, 5:05,7:25, 9 :45
(opens Feb 16)
En.." ... , A Loft Story (11)
1:30,4:10,7:20, 9:50
(no 7:20 show on Feb 17)
"'n Don'l L•• ve (PG.t31
Sneak Preview
Feb 17 al7 :1S pm
Hard To Kill CRI
1, 3:05.5:10, 7'20. 9:35
Stella CRt
12:45. 3:05,5:25. 7:35, 9:55

___ tPC·"1

7:45.9.50 Ilhloogh Feb 15)

Drlvln, III.. D."r CPGI
12)l5. 2:50. 5, 7:25, 9:35
Bom on til. Fourth . f July III)
1.4.7.9:50
w.r of the II.... '"1
1:30,4:15,7:15,9:45
The Llttl. 1I ....... ld IGI
12:35. 2:25, ":20, 6:05 (througn ~eb 15)
1 :15, 3:15, 5:15 (hom Feb 16)

and

Midd~.

11_..., . til)
1:('5. 3:35. 7. 9:25 (opens Feb 16)
Madhous. (PG-13)
1:20, 3 :45, 7;20, 9:25 (opens Feb 17)
Ro,.,. & M.
1:25, 3:30.7:05, 9 :05
IIr L.tt F_t til)
1:15, 3:55.7:10, 9:20
H ...ryV
1. "". 6A5. 9:30
..anlevand Ir" IPG.13)
7. 9:15 (through Feb 1~
1:10,4:10,7:15, 9:35 (1rom Feb 16)
V.lmontlll)
9:25 ~hlOugh reb 15)
H.... C-dltl... (A)
7:30 (through Feb IS)
FIo... book CIII
9 :~O

772·9600
Another ~om.~ (PGt
W$d-Fn 117. 8.45

Sat-Sun at " 7

Old Gringo (II)
Feb 17·20
Sat-Sun aI 2 :45. 8:45
Moo-Tue aJ 7, 9:15

"., .Ie.

and ykleotape CRt

Wed-S!t at 7. 9

Sal·Sun mal al 1

Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
Was hington star in this movie about
the troop of black soldiers who fought
lor the Union during the Civil War.
Hard to Kill Action Hick about a detec-

tive who recovers from a seven-year
coma and seeks revenge on the people
who murdered his family.

room-only crowds. Don Doane,
another local boy, appeared with
these and other big names. Maynard Furgeson had Doane in his
pit for an extended time and their
work together had produced
someofthemostinnovativetrombone arrangements of the era.
The decline of the big band era
began after World War II ended
and the public turned its attention to the serious matter of recovery. People went to the movies more and the '50s saw the
advent of tel<.; vision. Rising costs
and road e xpenses forced bands
to trim down in order to survive.
New configurations of bands
were adapted and this gave birth
to new forms of music namely
jazz, bop, and rh ythm and blues.
Now big band music is being
rediscovered by a younger generation . The Holy Ghoston29 ExchangeSt. is featuring live "Great
American Jazz and Swing" in its
speakeasy-st y led downstairs
lounge. Susan Elliot of Maine
Ballroom Dance notes, "Big band
is very danceable and people of
all ages seem to like it. Business is
great." Richard Marsters of the
newly formed Richard Marsters
Big Band says, "This is a new
sound for younger people. It's
lively, danceable, and nowadays
it's different."
Dan Tonini

My L.ft Foot Daniel Day Lewis ("My

Tremors Kevin Bacon and Fred Ward

play handymen in a small desert town
tormented by giant underground earthworms . The highlights of the movIe are
country singer 8eba McEntire as a
gun-wielding female Marine type and
the tendency of the giant earthworms
to splatter when they're destroyed.

BeautIful Laundrette" and "The Unbear·
able Ughtness of Being") stars as the
Irish painter Christy Brown, who was
born with cerebral palsy into a large
and poor Dublin family .
Nightb...d Clive Barker's ('Hell raiser")

horror flick stars David Cronenberg
(directorof"The Fly- and "Videodrone")
and Craig Sheffer. A man who is wanted
for murder is forced to hide out among
an ancient race 01 monsters.

Tickets $5

to p.m. - 2 a.m.

THE MOON

DAN

C

E

C

L

U

8

Cinema City
WeoIb<_PIaza
854-9116

AIIIIm86 throu~ Thursday; cal ahead
101' Friday's changes

.._111._110. CPO)
9, weekend mal at 3
..dP._ICPOI
7 :15, 9:15, weekend mats at 1 :15, 3 :15
Loak Wloo'. T.lk .... ,PCM31
7.9. w.ekeod mats. at 1. 3
T. . . . . . C·... CIII

_It

7:15, 9 :15. weekend mal 111 :15, 3:15
H ••rt
Ion CIII
7 . weekend mat at 1

Loo_C-

7:15, 9:15, weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15

Evening Star

.u

Tontine Mall.&-unswick
729-5486

1I...1e
(PO-U)
6:.s. 9:05 (Ihrough Feb 15)

(opo~Sn'6)
Bowdoin College
Brunswick
725-3151

T .................
aar.n ..WICM.......,
Fob 16.7:30 and 10 pm
Smlh Audlorlum. SI" Hall
And
for Something

"'W

Comp ..tety DIfI........
Feb 17. 7:30 and 10pm

Smith Audkorlum. $lis Hall
TheVlr'In .........

Fob 1e, 3pm

Kresge Audfiorium, ViSual Arts Center

Choco&.t
Feb 21.3:30 and epm
VIwaI Arts Center

Kresge Auditoriu m.

OotThe_.

Feb 21 and 28, 7 pm
Sm_h "ud.arluro. Siis Hall

USM Portland
Latin ""-rican Film FMliYal

Luther Bonney Audlorium

Ther Don't W_r ".ck T"
Feb 15. 7pm

Old Cringo Jane Fonda, Jimmy Smits
and Gregory Peck star In th,s movie
about an American schoolteacher who
travels to MeXICO In the ea~y 20th
century and finds herself in the middle
01 a revolution.

GOOD TIMES IN SPACE
NO ROCKET NECESSARY

0'
Kathleen Turner
and Michael Douglas playa married

MUSIC & DANCING IN THE OLD PORT
7 NIGHTS A WEEK • OPEN AT 8

couple in trouble. Danny DeVito directs
and narrates the movie, using lots of
film nair cliches to add suspense to the
pial. Basically, Turner's character lalls
out allove with Douglas and proceeds
to make his life hell. The movie has
some funny moments, but the ending
is moraliZing and disappointing

HAPPY HOUR THURSDAY & FRIDAY 5-8

War

(through Feb 15)

10 Exchange, Portland

Flashback "Easy Rider- returns : The
'90s and the '60s clash in this movie
starring Klefer Sutherland and Dennis
Hopper. Hopper is an Abbie Hoffmantype prisoner being escorted by an
uptight FBI agent played by Sutherland.

Big band music is getting back
intotheswingofthings.Themusic
orginally evolved from the hotel
dance bands ofthe '20s and flourished in popularity throughout
the'30sand '40. It was upbeat and
had a full brassy sound underscored by the subtle rhythm of
the piano and guitar. New dance
steps were developed to accommodate the up-tempo beat. The
Jitterbug and the Big Apple replaced the Charleston. The music
itselfgraduailybecamemorecomplex in its arrangements and the
orchestration added influences
from ragtime and Dixie. This early
jazz found its way into theaters
and dance halls worldwide and is
still considered one of America' s
greatest contributions to world
culture .
Locally big band music was
featured in such venues as the
Stevens Avenue Armory and
Ricker Gardens on Forest Avenue. For $2 you co uld catch name
acts like Artie Shaw or Stan Kenton as well as local favorites Mel
Leary and Tony Boffa. There was
the Palace at the Old Orchard
Beach Pier where on Friday evening you could see local bands
featuring Merle Hallet or Al
Corey. On Saturday nights the
same stage would present such
greats as Woody Herman and
Count Basie playing to dancing-

BROADCASTERS

Portland

772-9751
Mallnees Feb 17·22

The Movies

zursky's ("Moscow on the Hudson" and
"Down and Out in Beverly Hills-) adaptation of Isaac Beshevis Singer's novel
focuses on the life and loves of Herman , a Holocaust survivor living in New
York in the late ·40s. He's married to
the gentile POlish woman who hid him
during the war and he's having an affair
with another Holocaust survivor. As
Herman is juggling the two women in
his life, his first wife whom he presumed dead shows up. Ron Silver's
Herman is more atractivethan Singer'S
character. There's no mystery why any
woman would want him . But Mazursky
and his actors slowly reveal the characters' fears and desires in a way that
does justice to the story. Angelica
Hu ston and Margaret Sophie Stein play
the women in Herman's life.

Return of the big bands

the Ros. .

THE MOON DANCE CLUB • 427 FORE ST.
772-1983

Valmont is lusty. passIonate and low
lI.s and videotape The first

on morality. Fabulous performances
leature IiIm 01 writer-director Steven
by Annette Benning and Colin Firth as
Soderbergh has a SImplicity that rethe Marquise de Merteuil and the Visults from its small cast and narrow
comte de Valmont as two conspirators
locus. The four characters - Ann. her
in sexual intrigue in t8th-century Pans.
husband John , her sister Cynthia, and
John's old college Iriend Graham - Th. Virgin Spring Igmar Bergman's
have one thing on their mind . sex. The
1960 movie stars Max Von Sydnow as
greatness behind the movie rests not
a father who seeks revenge on the man
only in the lilm Itself, but more so in
who raped and murdered his daughter.
what happens to those who view it after
they leave the theater. It encourages
honest dialogue gently - without big
issues, gaudy special effects or a cast
of thousands.
.
The State Theater on CongressStreetshowed its last XXX
Stanl.y and Iris Jane Fonda plays a
movie on Feb. 11 and the pubrecently widowed factoryworkerin New
England, who teaches a loner (Robert
lic is invited to the first G-rated
de Niro) to read and write. The movie is
event there in 20 years.
directed by MartIn Rill, who directed
A slide lecture on gas sta"Nof)Tla Rae" and "Nuts:
tion design is being given by
Chester Liebs, the author of
"Main Street to Miracle Mile:
America's Roadside Architecture," Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. The
lecture will kick off the Gateway Gas Station Design Competition,sponsored by Uptown
& Company, a downtown revitalization project. The Gateway Gas Station is the Mobil
Station on Forest and Park
Avenues. Plansforthestation's
redesign are open to the public. A registration fee of $25
will be charged .
The event is free and open
St.na Bette Midlerplaysasingle mother
to the public.
raising a daughter conceived during a
briel affair with a man who returns later
to play Daddj. This remake 01 Barbara
Stanwyck's "Stella Dallas" about a selfsacrifIcing mother has little to recomcontinued on page 16
mend it in the '90s.
• •Il,
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THE
BAND
THAT
TIME
FORGOT

.

t.2-16&17

Nickelodeon

ie~1e

7 :20,

Enemies, A Love StOI')' Paul Ma·

Fit & Sa

Thurs. 2e15

-

Blue movies
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza

fabulous
food •from
Mar2aritas
from south of the border
out Mthis world
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to fri.
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444

• TID Juan's CONCORD, NH • Margarita's ORONO, ME

Debut of the

Phoenix CIty's

~t

grlUtsl

OTIS COYOTE
MY THREE
STEELCOW
Part your IutIr In the middle or
powder It, by Georgel • $5

TUES I FEBRUARY 20

DANNY TUCKER
Reggae Oancehall • $3

THURS I FEBRUARY 22
New Music Nlte • $3

PLUCK THEATRE
THE CAROLINAS

and

,,\

16
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contirnu,d from 1"'gt 15

CLUBS

THE CUTTING EDGE
In the Old Pon
Across from the Regency

$35

The J ...rny L_t.r Band (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland.
774-0444.
Open Mlk. Night at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.

(long h~ir extra)

Ask for Christina

•

CON

L..__________.J _ _ _ _ _Expires
___
______ _
2/28/90

PORTLAND
**STAGE**
COMPANY
presents
3 GREAT PLAYS
FOR $40
A SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Become an open pass holder and see the last
hree plays in Portland Stage Company's
1989-90 season for up to 40% off
the price of single tickets
• Attend three plays for $40
• Simply call the box office to reserve
your seats when it is most convenient
for you. It's the ultimate in flexibility!
• Get these extra benefits:
pSC's newsletter, Prelude
Free and discounted parking in
convenient locations
Bonus discounts to restaurants
Ticket discount coupons for guests
To get your open passes call 774-0465
Tuesday-Saturday, Noon-5 p.m.
*Mention this CBW ad when ordering and
receive a free admission to ZOOTZ.

CERTS

THURS FEBRUARY 15

WED FEBRUARY 21

LADIES NIGHT

The BEST night out
in Portland with all
the BEST people.

FRI FEBRUARY 16

"THANK MAGIC
IT'S FRIDAY"
Bud Ught 93¢ Beers
SUN FEBRUARY 18

COMEDY NIGHT
Doors Open at 7
Show at 8:30

will
T-Blrds Is the
WBLM and Mark Persky
will be therel

All of Portland's BEST things together
at T-Birds. Come in and see what it is
like to be with the BEST!

126 North Boyd St.
Portland, Maine • 773-8040

OPENING

THURSDAY 2.15

Song Cycl•• (classical) Baritone Wil·
liam Parker, artist-in-residence at USM,
joins faculty members tenor Bruce
Fithian, soprano Ellen Chickering, pianists Laura Kargul and Martin Perry
for a concert featuring Beethoven's
Tim F.....II. Micha.1 R.fltin and
early song cycle, ·An die feme
K.vin Shone (comedy) litlle WilGeliebte ,"five songs by Schubert based
lies, 36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
on poems by Goethe and works by
The Moxl. M.n (acoustic rock) Gritty
Mozart, Poulenc and Messager. ConMcDuff's, 396 Fore St. , Portland. 772cert is at8 pm in Corthell Concert Hall,
2739.
USM Gorham. Tickets are $71$4. For
Maralhon (rock) Old Port Tavem, 11
more information, call 780-5555.
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444 .
Danny Tuck.r (reggae) Tree cafe, 45 Harpsichord Recital (classical) Peter
Watchorn performs music by Handel,
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
J.S. Bach. Scarlatti and Rameau at
7:30 pm at the Museum of Art, Bowdoin '
College, Brunswick. Free and open to
the public, but seating is limited. Tickets are available in advance at the
Swinging Hoi Gazz/swing vocal group)
EventsOffice, Moulton Union. Formore
lillie Willies. 36 Market St., Portland.
information. call 725-3151 .
773-4500.
The Boyz (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
Marathon (rock) Old Port Tavem , 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
Red Light R.vue (r&b) Raoul's, 865 Sandra Reav.a-P.tIiIIlp. (jazzlblues)
Tribute to Bessie Smith, Ma Rainey,
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Ethel Waters, Billie Holiday, Josephine
Open Mik.NighlatGeno's, 13 Brown
Baker and Dinah Washington at 8 pm
St., Portland. 772-7891.
in Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center
for the Arts, O"ono. For ticket informa·
tion, call 581-1755.
Kendall Mon. (folk) Portland Folk
Club presents this show at 8 pm in
Bill Chln_k (rock) Feb 22, T-Bird's,
luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Port·
126 N. Boyd, Portland . 773-8040.
land. Tickets are $61$8, available in
Llnlon Kw_1 Johnson (world beat)
advance at Amadeus Music, BuckFeb 26, Tree Cafe, 45 Danlorth St.,
dance(s Choice and Gallery Music in
Portland. 774-144 1.
Portland. For more information, call
773-9549.

THURSDAY 2.15
Bat_ Mot.I (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441 .
Barry.Arvin Young Band (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St. , Portland. 7727891.
Tim F.....II & Co. (comedy) Ullie
Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 7734500.
N.twork (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
The Richard M.rst.rs Bla Band
Gazz/swing} Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange
St., Portland. 773-0330.
TIta Broadca.t.rs (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 7674627.
Shaely Charact.,. (rock) Spirits at
the Manor, 700 Main St., S. Portland.
774-6151.
The Law (rock) Shelley's, 12 Uncoln
St. , Biddeford. 284-9283.

FRIDAY 2.18
Rich Wood • the Slluallon and
The Rising Suna (rock) Geno's, 13
Brown St., Portland. 772-7891.
Port City AlI.lars (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
The Band That TIm. Forgot (clubs)
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St.. Portland .
774-1441.
The Moxie M.n and Big R.ln (rock)
Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portland. 774-3550.
Nelwork (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
Charll. Brown Orcha.lra (swing)
Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange St., Port·
land. 773-0330.
Seon o.kley (jazz) lillie Willies, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.
M.x_II R_. (acoustic) Squire Morgan·s, 46 Market St, Portland. 774·
5246.
The W.vab....k.... (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St. , S. Portland. 767-4627.
Shaely Charact.rs (rock) Spirits at
the Manor, 700 Main St., S. Portland.
774-6151.
Rokk.n (rock) Shelley'S, 12 lincoln
St, Biddeford. 284-9283.

WEDNESDAY 2.21

FRIDAY 2.18

UPCOMING
DANCING

Z_tz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri: Post Modem - all ages ; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House - all
ages. 773-8187.
The M_n, 425 Fore St, Portland.
Open daily, 8 pm on ... No cover. 871·
0663.
S.lul•• , 20 Milk 51., Portland. Open
daily until 1 am . No COVer. 774-4200.

SATURDAY 2.17
a.lI.my J.zz Band (New Orleans
jazz and swing) 8 pm at City Theater in
Biddeford. Tickets are $8 for adults , $6
for seniors and children . For more information, call 282-0849.
Holly Ne.r (folk) 8 pm, Hutchins Con·
cert Hall, University of Maine, Orono.
For ticket information, call 848-1755.

SUNDAY 2.18
Wicked Good Band (Maine music
and humor) 2 pm at City Theater in Biddeford. Tickets are $8 for adults, $6 for
seniors and children . For more information, call 282-0849.

SATURDAY 2.17

Ladies free, Men $2.
Games &DrInk specIals all nIght
50's, 60's & 70's music

ART

TUESDAY 2.20

tl

773-4050

T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd St., Portland.
773-8040.
Otl. Coyot., SI. .I Cow and My
Three S - (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St, Portland. 774-1441 .
The J ...rny L_t.r Band (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland.
774-0444.
Danl Tri ....man (reggae) Raoul's.
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.

MONDAY 2.19

PERM
38 Market Street

Comedy Nlghl Sundays at 8:30 pm at

The Doubl. Naughl Spl•• , The
ernlc. and Th. Brood (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St , Portland. 7727891.
Ronnl. Earl & The Broadc••t.rs
(blues) Raoul's , 865 Forest Ave., Port·
land. 773-6886.
O-Poaltlv. and The Moxl. M.n
(rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St. ,
Portland. 774-3550.
BIm Skal. Blm (reggae) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth St., Portland. 774-1441.
N.twork (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St., Portland. 774-0444.
The Bill St....t Quart.t Gazz) The
Reindeer Room , upstairs at Hushang
II, 11 Brown St., Portland. Admission is
$5. 874·9002.
Scott Oakl.y Gazz) lillie Willies, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
"'x_all R_. (acoustic) Squire Morgan·s, 46 Market St., Portland. 7745246.
The W.v.......k ... (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S. Port·
land. 767-4627.
Shaely Charact.,. (rock) Spirits at
the Manor, 700 Main St. S. Portland.
774-6151 .
Rokk.n (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
St, Biddeford. 284-9283.

SUNDAY 2.18
Slaid CIe.".. (acoustic) 4 pm, Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore St., Portland. 7722739.
The l _ r t . l . (rock) All ages, 5-9
pm at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St.,
Portland. 774-1441.
Acou.tlc Blues Jam (blues) 7 pm at
Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean St., S. Portland. 767·7119.

Self Portrait, Ordway Prairie, S_D_" 1988, mixed "",dla.

The end of the prairie years
Artist Patricia Dubose-Duncan finds color, rhythm and line
in the grasslands of the Midwest.
Working in mixed media and
photography, Dubose-Duncan
has created a body of work that
symbolizes and makes a statement about the plight of the prairie today.
The images are literal and the
colors bright. In "fall Grass Series VIII" she combines xerography (a relatively new printmaking technique of imagery made
on a copy machine) with pastels
to create four look-alike panels of
the same tall grassy image. In
each panel the deep-purple colored grass remains constant

returning to a once prosperous
and lush world that has since
taken with it all hope and life. It
is a clean, clear and eerie image.
The paintings are linear and
child-like. In her "Prairie Fire"
series, the artist uses the samevibrant colors to create destructive
scenes that have a hard, tense,
sharp and unsettling quality.
Consisting of swirls of paint
representing the grasslands and
broad patches of color appearing
like first-gradeevocationsof fire,
the paintings are not visually
pleasing. but the message of the
destruction of the prairie is
clear! y con veyed.
Dubose-Duncan's photowhilethecoloroftheskychange~. graphs are different from her
It appears that the artist is depict- paintings. Theyare less-inspired,
ing the changing seasons, but her more-literal evocations of the
colors are so vibrant they are Midwest. They have little comalmost radioactive. Using color positional focus, from shots' of
and not just imagery, the artist is farmers, to grain elevators, back
describing the ruin of the prairie to prairie fires.
land.
The xerography and pastel
'10waSeriesl" depictsagroup pieces are the most successful
of "back to the earth" types gath- and visually exciting. but the
ered at the top of a hill, backs to artist shows incredible versatilthe viewer. Everything except the ity throughout her mediums.
people in this photocopy and "The Prairie Years, 1970-1990"
pastel piece is alive with color. continues through Mar. 16 at
The figures are white like ghosts USM's AREA Gallery.
Leslie Morison

Block En••mbl. (classical) Wind
quintet performs the music of Mozart
and others at 10:30 am at the Portland
Museum of Art, Congress Square. Program includes Mozart's Overture from
·Magic Flute,· a quintet by Beethoven,
Rondo from Quintet 113 by Giovanni
Guiseppe Cambini, Quartet by Carl
Stamitz and Franz Joseph Haydn's
Presto. Colfee, juice and bagels will be
served. Tickets are $4 for museum
members, $6 for non-members, $2 for
children . Formoreinformation, call 775·
6148.

UPCOMING
B.aux Art. Trio (classical) Piano Irio
perform Haydn's Trio in E Flat Major,
Ravel's Trio in A Minor, and
Beethoven·s Archduke Trio Feb 22,
7:30 pm in Portland City Hall Audito rium. Tickets are $25, $20, $14 and $9
available from the Portland Concert
Association at 772-8630.
Androscoggin Choral ••nd Mal_
Chamber Ens.mbl. (classical)
Program includes J.S. Bach's Cantata
No. 182, Mass in G Minor and OrchesIral Suite No. 1 Feb 24 at 8 pm and Feb
25 at 2 pm, Bates College Chapel,
Lewiston. Tickets are $8/$6 . For more
information, call 777-6945.

Devld A. aeker e. Uelvollo In "Twelfth Night."

Twelfth Night
Portland Stage Company's
production of "Twelfth Night (or
What You Will)" is occasionally
excellent, sometimes very good,
and most of the time OK. Performed by students and alumni
of
the
Julliard
School,
Shakespeare's comedy about
love, androgyny and puritanism
is directed by PSC's artisticdirector Richard Hamburger. The
production is marked by a cl~v
erlydesigned stage and beautiful
bits of music performed by Allison Cornell on violin and Michael Sgouros on percussion.
Shining performances by Nicole
Farmer as Viola, Christopher

TaylorasSir Andrew Aguecheek,
Lisa C. Arrindell as Olivia and
David A . Baker as Malvolio help
keep the interest in the performance.
But the performance itself is
uneven from scene to scene. Not
everyone in the audience is well
versed in Shalcespeare. lntroductory scenes were rushed . Shakespeare's words drop like pearls
that should not be scattered all
over the floor like costume jewelry. An audience won't mind if
the actors take the time to shape
intentions. The script has proven
itself through time. Trust it.
MorgRn Shtp<lTd

STAGE

Morocco Allan Havis' play is a mystery
that explores issues of politics, terrorism, felationships and sexuality presented by Mad Horse Theater through
Feb 25 at 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Performances are Thu·Sat at 8 pm ,
Sun at7 pm. Tickets are $10-$14. for
more information, call 797-3338.
Tw.lfth Night Portland Stage Company presents Shakespeare's romantic comedy through Feb 25 at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Foresl Ave., Portland. Performances are
Tue- Thu at 7:30 pm, Fri at 8 pm, Sat at
5 and 9 pm and Sun at 2 pm . TIckets
are $7·$21. For more information, call
774-0465.

Murder Myalery Nlghls Members of
Mad Horse Theatre Company and other
local thespians present a "film noir"
style murder mystery at Raphael's and
lillie Willies, 36 Market 51. , Portland.
Audience enjoys a four-<:ourse mealas
they play suspects and look for dues.
Mystery Night will be held on Sundays,
through Feb 25. For reservations, call
773-4500.
Call M. Madam Irving Berlin's musical is a based on the story of Pearl
Mesta, president Harry Truman's ambassadorto lichtenburg. Performances
at the Portland Lyric Theater through
Feb 25, 176 Sawyer 51., South Port·
land. Friday and Saturday evening performances and Sunday matinee. For
showtimes or ticket information, call
799-1421 or 799-6509.
N.w England Vaud.vlli. R.vu.
Vaudeville/variety theater blends orig ~
nal theater with juggling, mime, magic
and storytelling Feb 16,8 pm at City
Theater, 205 Main 51., Biddelord. Tickels are $8 for adults, $6 for children .
For more inlormation, call 282-0849.
Agatha Chri.tI.'. "The MousetrapW Dinner theater production Feb
16-18,23-25 at the Portland Club. 156
State St., Portland. Cash bar at 6:30 ,
dinner at7 and performance at 8 pm .
Tickets are $27.50 each or $200 for a
table of eighl. For more information.
call 773-0218.
V.lv.t. .n R.bbit Children's Thea- '
ter of Maine presents the children's
story aboulloys which come to life Feb
17, 24 and Mar 3 at 10 am in Luther
Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland .
Tickets are $5 per person. For more in·
formation, call 854-0389.
Shak_ Sc.nes Staged reading by
the Portland Stage Company of pro·
duction stage manager William
Chance's firstlull-Iength play Feb 19, 7
pm in PSC's rehearsal hall at the Portland Performing Art Center, 25A For·
est Ave., Portland. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
774·1043.
Ars.nic .nd Old Lac. Joseph
Kesselring's play is being performed
by the Studio Theater of Bath Feb 2325 and Mar 2-4 , Fri·Sat at 8 pm and
Sun at 3 pm at the Center for the Arts
at the Chocolate Church, 804 Wash·
inglon 51. , Bath. Tickets are $10 for
adults, $8 for seniors and children under
13. For more information, call 4428455.

Ev.ns Gall.ry. 8,Pleasant St., Portland. ·Desert Cantos· and 'The Pit" by
Richard Misrach Feb 15-Mar 24. Open·
ing reception Feb 15,5·7 pm . Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm. Sat 11 am-5 pm.
879-0042.
Art c.n.ry at th. Chocolal.
Church, 804 Washington St., Bath.
Paintings by WiliitAnselthrough Mar 3.
Reception for the artist Feb 16,5·7 pm .
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12-4
pm. 442-8-<55.

AROUND TOWN
Portland Mu••um of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: TueSat, 10·5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. Traditions in American
Landscape (through Mar 11); Great
American Comics: 100 Years 01 Cartoon Art, an exhibit 01 approximately
100 original comic strips drawings,
tearsheets and other artifacts (through
Feb 18). 775-6148.
Abacus Call.ry, 44 Exchange St.,
Portland. American Crafts and Fine
Jewelry. Hours: Mon·SatlO am-6 pm.
Sun 12-5 pm. 772-4880.
Alberta'. Caf., 21 Pleasant 51., Port·
land. Group show through Mar 15.
featuring the work of Jenniler Peck,
lynne Brunelle, David Busch, Joyce
Dolley, Mary Jane Egan, Brian Hoye,
Nelson lowry, Joyce Roessler, Jamie
Salamon, Abigail Spring and Andres
Verzosa. 775-1514.
AREA Call.ry, USM Portland Campus Center. ·The Prairie Years, 19701990· features mixed mada works by
Patricia DuBose-Duncan depicting the
vanishing grasslands of the Midwest
through Mar 16. Hours: Men-Sat 10
am·9 pm, Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090.
Barrieloff Call.ri_, 26 Free 51. , Portland. New work by Chuck Thompson ,
Wendy Turner and Richard Wilson
through Feb 24. 772-5011.
B.y Club, One City Center, Portland.
Paintings by Jennifer Wagnis through
Mar 1. Hours: Mon·Fri 6 am-9 pm.
Bayvl.w Call.ry. 75 Market SI., Portland. Recent paintings by John Holub
and woodcuts by Carroll Thayer Berry
through Feb 24. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-6 pm. 773·3007.
Dean V.I.nlga. C.II.ry, 60 Hampshire St.. Portland. Recent paintings by
RobertWinchell through Feb 18. Hours:
Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 12-5, and by
appointmenl. 772-2042.
F.O. Bail.y Antiquarians, 141
Middle St., Pordand. 'Tomorrow's
Antiques," original designs in handcrafted jewelry by Susan Bickford of
Yarmouth : Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5 pm,
Sat 10 am-4 pm. 774-1479.
F. P.Itt.r R.idy'., 83 Exchange St.,
Portland. ·Notions of a local Nature,"
an exhibit of photographic works by
Rick Crockett through Apr 29. 7744732.
C.II.ry 127, 127 MiddleSt, Portland.
"Portraits 01 Abraham Uncoln," grisaille
paintings by Carlo Pillore through Feb
26. Hours: Wed·Fri 11 am-5 pm. Sat
12-4 pm . 773-33t7.
Cood Egg Caf., 705 Congress St.,
Portland. "Three Dimensional Wall
Hangings· by Nicole Peter Fell through
Mar 1. 775· 1514.
C ....nhul Calleri.s, 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Unique artwork by local artists: George Uoyd, Bill Irvine, Glenn
Rennell, Mimo Robinson, Jo Spiller
Baychar through Feb 27. Other gallery
artists include Altman, Ganter, Gorman. Richardson and others. Hours:
Mon-Satl0:3O am-5:3O pm. 772-2693.
The Maine Emporium, 85 York 51. ,
Portland. Works by Portland artists Tho·
mas Connolly, Ilene Elowitch and Mike
Porter though Feb 25. Hours: Thu-Sat
11 am-6 pm , Sun 12-5 pm . 871·0112.
Maine Pott.rs Mark.I, 376 Fore
51. , Portland. New work by Haydn Thompson Feb 15·Mar 1. Hours: Daily 10
am-6 pm . 774-1633.
Naney Margoli. Call.ry, 367 Fore
51. , Portland. "Heart Focus," glass
brooches by Elodie Holmes, decorative heart pins by Maria Noya, silver
and copper heart pins and earings by
Mary Hughes and paper mache mobiles by Serana Mann through Feb 28;
"Clay Forms- by James Walral, Joy
Brown and Barbara Diduk through Mar
10; "Three Dimensional Stililifes· by
Katherine Blacklock through March .
Hours: Mon-Satl Oam-6 pm. 775-3822.
P.ySOft C.II.ry of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave~ Portland.
·Alice Schille: View from North Africa·
Feb 17-Apr 1. Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am-4
pm (Thu until 9); Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 797·
9546.

Plain & Simply
We are having' a sale
25% - 50% OFF select artwork

Jewelry
Monotype
Pottery
Baskets
& more

\
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PLAINS
,
GALLERY
'\
\J 28 Exchange Street, Portland Maine 04101 207) 774-7500
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We have a few
tables for two ...
or take it on the fly at

Black Tie.
£~I~I;,:.rUix~'W SpeCials
SpeCIally Wines. and
much morel
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DINNER
THEATER
PRODUCTION
of Agatha Christie's
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EARLY BIRD

ART

SPECIALS!
OFF-PEAK HOURS & WEEKENDS
WEIGHTS WITHOUT WAITING

AEROBICS
MEMBERSHIPS
8
SESSIONS
$20 (REG. $351
3 mos. $79
$35 (REG. $601
6 mos. $149 16 SESSIONS
MORNING I: WEEKEND ClASSES

~~t~·

8

VISITS ONLY

$25

'\~<l<t GET READY FOR YOUR SPRING VACATION!
at

Portland Club
156 State Street, Portland, Maine
For more information call

773·0218
Tickets $27.50 Table of 8

Portland ARegency
HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

4lh Annual

Friday
February
16,
·. 1990

OUT OF TOWN

Soncsta HOIeI
Cumbl:rWdHall

157 Hig,b. Street
Portland, Maine

The art auction will include works in
all media and will range from the
very affordable to works for the

serious collector.
Preview: 10 a.m. - 4 p.rn.
Product & Services Auction: 6:30 p.m.
Art Auction: 7:45 p.m.

Bretton \'('oods . NH
Ptld. Police P.B.A. Benefit
Raoul's
Bruno's, Portland
Epilepsy Foundation Benefit at
Bruno's, open to the public

Feb. 28 Raoul's Dance Party
Mar. 2·3 Mr. Good Bars, O.O.B.
Mar. 7 Raoul's Dance Party
Mar. 9 HolyGhost, Portland
Mar. 10 Salem MA., Private

Winners of 4 Matne Mustc Awards!

Admission: $5.00

Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

The AIDS Ptojea, 22 Monument Sqla:e,
Pon.lmd. MaDe 04101
YJ.t4.111td MIUStrCMtI ««,kd.

-'

Feb. 16 &: 17
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 23-24
Feb. 25

Every Wedn esday N ight is Ladies Night at Raoul 's with the
Red Light Revu e · Ladies AdmItted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporate parties for spring & summer.

Rob ElowilCh. Auctioneer

CALL 88

CENO'S
Always the most ORIGINAL
BOCK 'N' BOLL in town I

2

Undoubtedly
Portland's f'mest pizza
and steak sandwiches.

2nd ANNUAL
BRUNO'S
NIGHT
FOR EPILEPSY

MUSIC WITH A "BITE"
THE

BARRY·
ARVIN
YOUNG
BAND
Movin' & Shakin' and True Bull Break·
in' Rock & Roll with Boston's awn

RICH
WOOD
& the SITUATION
with very
Special
Guests

THE

RISING
SUNS

Sunday, Feb. 25, 1990
5-11 pm
music by Red light Revue
Complimentary Italian B'uffet
CASH BAR
$10 per person
for ticket information call
Pine Tree Epilepsy Association

772·7847
with

THE DOUBLE
NAUGHTSPYS
and those infamous '60s women

THE BROOD
What a showl

WEDNESDAY FEB 21
• it..: ...

.L

•

13 BROWN ST.
PORTLAND • 772·7891

F.O. B.11ey is currently soliciting work
from artists in and around New Eng·
land for their new gallery. Walk·in inter·
views on Wednesday afternoons from
1:30-4:30 pm . Artists should bring
slides. transparencies. photographs or
other samples of their work. If this day
is inconvenient, appointments can be
scheduled by calling Pegeen Sgammato at 774·1479.
Portl.nd Public LIbrary. Monument
Square. Portland. 'Solitary Bridge,'wa- Alternatlv. Macll_ 11190 Visual
and performance art happening to raise
tercolor paintings by Bemie Beckman.
money for AIDS research and support
Hours: Mon. Wed. Fri 9 am-6 pm; Tue.
Mar 29 at Alberta's Cafe and Zootz in
Thu 12-9 pm ; Sat 9 am·5 pm. 871·
Portland . Organizational business
.
1710.
meeting every Wednesday at 8 pm
Portl.nd School of Art. Baxter Buildthrough Mar 29 al Zootz. 31 Forest
ing. 619 Congress SI.. Portland. 'Pho·
Ave.1. Portland. For more information.
tographs by Paul D'Amato' through
call 799·5127.
Feb 16 at The Photo Gallery. (Hours :
Mon-Thu 8 am-9:3O pm. Fri 8 am-5 pm . $pecl.1 Proj.ct. In Art. Educ.·
tlon Program Maine Arts CommisSun 11 am-4 pm) ; 'Prints as Process'
sion is seeking proposals in the follow·
through Mar 10 at The Baxter Gallery.
ing areas: collaborations between
(Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am·5 pm . Thu 10
schools and cultural institutions. pro·
am-7 pm. Sun 11 am-4 pm).
lessional development in the arts for
Portl.nd Wine & C....... 8 Forest
teachers and curriculum development.
Ave .• Portland. 'New Color and ConDeadline for grants proposals is Mar
tacts,' photographs by Arthur Fink.
31. For a copy of the guidelines. and to
Hours: Mon-Sat 1Oam-5 pm. 774-3465 .
discuss the proposal. contact Nancy
R.Hle. C.fe Book.to... 555 ConSalmon or Sharon Townshend at 289gress St. , Portland. 'College' by Andres
2724 .
Verzosa through Mar 1. 775-1514.
Seamen'. Club. 375 Fore St.. Port·
land. Works by Phillippe Alexandre.
Bevin Engman. Ilene Elowitch. Dana
Cooper. Suzanne Withhoffe. Howard
Clifford, Tom O'Neill and Jay York
through April. 772·7311 .
St.ln Gall.ry Cont.mpor.ry
GI.... 20 Milk St.. Portland. Glass
artwork by Robert Willson lhrough Feb
28. Mon-Sat 11 am-5:30 pm. Closed
Tue and Sun. 772-9072.

'~3~~~
. U 773-3530
BRUNO

B .... College Mus..... of Art 'Italy:
One Hundred Years of Photography'
through Mar 9 al the Olin Arts Center.
Bates College, Lewiston. Hours: Tue·
Sat 10 qm-4 pm ; Sun 1·5 pm. 786·
6158.
Bowdoin ColI.ge Mus..... of Art.
Brunswick. •John Ruskin. 1819-1900:
Drawings and Walercolors' through
Mar·4. Hours : Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm .
Sun 2·5 pm. 725·3275.
Element. G.II.ry. 56 Maine St. Brun·
swick. 'Fumiture Makers,' group show
of contemporary and traditional fumiture and accessories by Maine woodworkers and other artists through Mar
8. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-6 pm. Sundays by appointment. 729· 1108.
Icon Art Gall.ry. 19 Mason St. . Brun·
swick. Exhibit of paintings by Dean
Richardson. award·winning painter and
faculty member of the Rhode Island
School of Design.through Mar 3. 442·
8128.
USM Art G.II.ry. Gorham. Brazilian
Naive Art. featuring 40 primitive paintings by eight Brazilian artists recognized as masters of the genre through
Feb 15. Gallery is open Sundays. 12·4
pm. 780-5409.

SENSE

Report on
Portland's
future

VISION 2000, a non-profit plan·
ning effort for the Greater Portland
area, has completed its report which
offers recommendations for planning Portland's future.
Citizens and representatives from
Greater Portland businesses, arts
organizations and helping professions met on seven task forces to
gather information on quality of life,
economic opportunity, helping each
other, preserving the environment,
nurturing the human spirit, financ·
ing development, and building
working relationships between
government and business.
In a written statement from VISION 2000' s Executive Director Bill
Richards, he describes the report as
"a starting point for a collaborative
endeavor to renew our community."
Copies of the report are available
free of charge from VISION 2000 at
773-8655.

Color, Odor .nd Foam Debate on
paper mills and their effect on Maine
rivers with Ron Kreisman. chief attor·
ney for the Natural Resource Council
M.rs... n. H.rtle, In Bav.rI. Gail
of Maine; Michael Kuhns. waler buLevin, curator and catalogue author of
reau of Maine DEP; and Floyd Ruther·
the Marsden Hartley exhibit (Feb 15·
ford. a representative from the paper
Apr 14). speaks Feb 22. 7:30 pm in
mill industly Feb 15. 7 pm at the
Kresge Auditorium. Visual Art Center.
Swedenborgian Church . 302 Stevens
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free and
Ave.. Portland. $2 donation is reopen to the public. For more informaquested. For more information. call 772tion . call 725·3151 .
8277.
Union of M.lne VI.ual Artl.t. Poetry Re.dlng Robert Chute reads
Directors M_tlng All members of
from his works including selections from
the UMVA are directors Election of
his newest book. ' When Grandmother
officials and setting goals for upcoming
Decides to Die' Feb 15. 7:30 pm in
year are on the agenda Feb 23. 7:30
Chase Hall Lounge. Bates College.
pm althe Maine Writers Center. 190
Lewiston Free and open to the public.
Mason St. . Brunswick.
For more information. call 786-6330.
Monk.y B., b, EI.ln. Ford Char·
lotte Renner, assistant professor of
English at Westbrook College. speaks
on Ford's novel Feb 15. 7 pm at Thomas Memorial Library , 6 Scott Dyer
Rd .• Cape Elizabeth. Free and open to
the public. For more inlormation. call
799-1720.
Siruggi. for Democrac,: Wh.t
R.all, Happened in TI.nanman
Squ ...? Pei Min Xin. director of the
May Foundation for Democracy. will
speak and show slides Feb 15. 1 pm at
the Heffeman Center. Saint Joseph·s
College. Wincflam . Pel MIn will discuss censorship. secrecy. human
rights. the inevitable eruption in China
and the dream of a new government.
The program is free and open to the
public. For more information. call 892Casco Bay Weekly'sCalen6766 ext. 791.
dar Ustings will expand to
M.lne Comml••lon for Women
include Earth Day 1990 events
and Southern Regional Coml'1ission
in April.
If you or an orfor Women invile members of tile com·
ganization you're involved
munity to an open forum to share ideas
with is organizing an event on
about issues of importance for women
or about April 22, or if you
in Southern Maine Feb 15. 4:30-6:30
pm at Woodfords Community Church.
know about some global event
202 Woodfords St.. Portland.
worth celebrating locally, send
F.llne L.ukeml. Dr. Charles Rogers
the who, what, where, when
of North Deering Veterinary Hospital
and why to:
gives an educational seminar on how
Earth Day Listings
to protect cats from feline leukemia
Casco Bay Weekly
Feb 15. 7 pm at the Animal Refuge
1870arkSt.
League . 449 Stroudwater St..
Portland, ME 04102
Westbrook. Free and open 10 the public. For more information. call854·9771 .

OTHER

SOut...... M.lne Apple u..rs
Group Dorothy Fitch. director of product development at Terrapin. Inc., w~1
discuss the line of Terrapin products
with a special focus on Logo Plus,
which will run on any 128K Apple II.
Logo is simple but powerful program·
ming language that uses a turtle on the
screen. and has been used to intro·
duce young people to programming.
Meeting is Feb 15. 7:30 pm at Fa~
mouth High School. 52 Woodville Rd ..
Falmouth . For more information. call
797·4578 .
Cel.bratlon of the L.gacy .nd
Philosoph, of M.lcolm X Bow·
doin College Black Arts Festival spon·
sors a dscussion Feb 15. 7:30 pm in
Daggett Lounge. Wentworth Hall and a
lecture by civil rights activists Kwame
Toure Feb 17, 8 pm in Kresge Auditorium . Visual Arts Center. For more in·
formation . call 725-3151 .
Po.lry Re.ding Poets Kate Barnes.
Gary Lawless and Colin Sargent as
well as singer Emily Trask Eaton per·
forming her musical interpretations of
poems and ballads by her aunt Ruth
Moore Feb 16, 7:30 pm at the Theater
Project. 14 School St.. Brunswick. For
more information. call 729-5083.
T ... Eloqu.nt Edg. Debora DeNi·
cola. Alison Deming and Kathleen
Lignell read from ' The Eloquent Edge. a new collection of fiction . poetry and
essays published by Acadia Press Feb
18 at 4 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore.
555 Congress St.. Portland. For more
information. call 761-3930.
Portl.nd Sufi Order Free public
classes are offered on Sundays. 6:308 pm al232 St. John St. . Portland (use
back door of the building I. 'Integrating
Spirituality Into Our Lives' (Mufti) is the
topic Feb 18.
DI.t.nt Land. Series of slide presentations on Africa and the South Pacific
presented by Melora Gregory. ' Peace
Corps Tanzania. African Wanyama
(animal). Zanzibar. Kenya. Egypt" Feb
19. 7 pm at the Community Center.
South Portland Gardens. Series is
sponsored by WINGS. For more infor·
mation. call 772-2287.
H _ I••• ne.. .nd Hunger Joel
Rekas. director of the Tedford Shelter
in Brunswick speaks Feb 19. 7 pm in
Beam Classroom. Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free and
open to tho;! public. For more informa·
tion. call 725·3151.
W.t.rfront I •• u~. South Portland
Comprehensive Plan Committee is
holding a public forum on Feb 20, 7 pm
in the Machine Tool Building. Southern
Maine Technical College. South Portland. The public is invited to share their
views for the vision of the waterlront's
future. For more information. call 767·
3201.
Exploring T ... N.w H ••v.ns .nd
N.w E.rth Lecture with Mary and
Joseph Jochmans includes informa·
tion on the earth's new crystal grid
energy system. the 12 gates of the
New Jerusalem and Galactic Karmic
astrology Feb 20. 6:30-9:30 pm at the
First Parish Church . 425 Congress St..
Portland. Admission is $10. For more
information. call 766-5887 or871'()287.
M.ln. Conn.ctlon invites Catholics
in the 20s and 30s to a weekday liturgy
celebrated by Bishop Joseph Gerry .
'We Remember and Give thanks' is
the theme Feb 21. 7 pm in the Chan·
cery. 510 Ocean Ave .. Portland. For
more information , call Kathy Potrepka
at 799-0757 or Peter Cyr at 777· 1767.
Sac ..d R.llc.: 18th .nd 19th
Cenlury ..... ld.ntl.1 Memorabill. Featuring commemorative art and
artifacts of George Washington and
Abraham Lincoln Feb 21-22. 9 am-5
pm at the Maine Historical Society library. 485 Congress St.. Portland. The
exhibit is free and open to the public.
For more information. call 774-1822.
T ... Buslne. . of M.naging Individual. Senes of six evening semi·
nars offered by USM's Continuing
Education for Business Beginning Feb
22 at USM's Intown Center. 68 High
St.. Portland. Fee is $40 per seminar.
$200 for the series. For more information. call 874-6510.
Angel. D.vl. Activist and author
speaks Feb 24. 8 pm in Pickard Thea·
ter. Bowdoin College. Brunswick. Free
and open to the public. For more information . call 725-3151.
Poetry Writing Work.hop William
Carpenter. author of ' Rain ,' gives an
informal workshop that focuses on the
creative process of poetry writing Feb
24. 11 am-4 pm at the Maine Writers
Center. 19 Mason St.. Brunswick.
Participanls are asked to bring two of
their poems to share. Cost is $25 for
MWPA members. $30 for non-memo
bers. For more information. call Harriet
at 729-6333 .
Southworth PI.net.rlum Astron·
omy Shows Fri·Sun at 7 pm; Laser
Shows Fri·Sun at 8:30 pm. AdmiSSIon
is $3 for adults , $2 for students and
children (no children under 5) . Wednesday aftemoon program for students of
all ages. 3:30-5:30 pm , $2. For more information. call 780-4249.

OFF THE
CLOCK

Helping
Alzheimer
patients

R....... SenIor Volunt_ Pr0gram. a program for people 60 and
older. has volunteer opportunities
available: join a knitting group to help
keep children warm; be a computer
programmer for the Boy Scouts; be·
come a board member for a non-profit
agency. Timecommitmentis two hours
per week. For more information. call
Priscilla Greene at RSVP at 775-6503.
M••t.r Compost.rVolunteers Teach
others to recycle leaves. household
wastes and other organic matter at the
University of Maine's Cooperative
Extension . Volunteers receive 13 hours
of training and are asked to commit at
least 30 hours of time responding to
publicqueslionsaboutcomposting. For
more information. call 78(}'4205.
Good D., M.rk.t Co-Operative
Annual General Meeting Feb 25. 2-4
pm at Williston West Church. 32 Thomas St. . Portland. Call 772-4937 after
8 pm lor more infor,mation.

HELP

M.lne Head Injury Foundation
"When I go in to see my husband
Month Iy support group meets the third
Wednesday of the month at 7 pm at
he is more apt to tell someone I am
Goodwill. Cumberland Ave .• Portland.
his friend rather than his wife," says
For more information. call Marsha at
Joane Barlow. Her husband is one of
774-6323. Forotherlocations. call 626·
thousands of Americans who are
0022.
afflicted with Alzheimer's disease,a
F... T.x A ••I.tanc. for S.nlora
progressive brain disorder for which
American Association of Retired People
there is no cure. Eventually, those
in cooperation with the IRS offers free
afflicted become unable to function
assistance to people over 60. People
without constant supervision.
can bring tax package. statements of
earning and income and any other tax
The family member who supplieS
related information to the nearest taxaround-thtXlock care also suffers.
help location. For more information.
Because of the burden placed upon
call 1-800-424-1040.
the caretaker, the Maine Chapter of
T.x H.lp Walk· in assistance Mon·Fri.
the Alzheimer's Association has
8:30 am·4:3O pm at Mall Plaza. S.
started a volunteer program in the
Portland. Phone help : State Income
Greater Portland area. The program
Tax. 1-800-452-1983; Federal Income
isknownas Respite Care. It is oneof
Tax. 1·800-424-1040.
20 pilot programs in the United P...n" Anonymous is a self-help
program for parents undergoing daily
States.
stress with their children and who are
Patricia Mullen, the program
seeking help to develop better parentcoordinator,says that during the past
ing skills. You can contact PA in Portfour months volunteers have been
land at 87,·741, . All meetings are
trained and sent into the homes of
free. confidential and informal.
Alzheimer patients. Mullen says the T ... F.mll, CrI.l. Shalt.r provides
"volunteer's basic responsibility is
weekly women 's support groups in
to offer companionship."
Portland and Brunswick offering mu·
Arthur Lennon, whose wifeJeantual support and education for women
who are and have experienced vioette was stricken with this disease
lence in their relationships. For locaover two years ago, says, "I can't
tions and meeting times. call FCS at
find enough words to describe how
874·1197.
well the volunteers have done ... It's
Divorc. P • ..,..ctlv. . is a group for
been likc having two more daughpeople considering or facing problems
ters."
of a divorce or breakup of a relation·
If you are in need of a respite
ship. The group meets every Wednesvolunteer, wish to volunteer YOUT·
day - 52 weeks a year· at 7:30 pm at
self, or would like information on
Woodfords Congregational Church .
202 Woodfords St.. Portland. Donation
the Alzheimer Support Group, call
is $1.50.
883-1494 or 883-2871 .
Alice Kir. WINGS Singi. P...nt Support
Group meets Thursdays, 7-9 pm at
the Community Cenler. South Port·
land Gardens. MacArthur Circle. S.
Community Emplo,ment Project
Portland. For more information. call
seeks volunteers who enjoy working
772-2287.
with young people. Lecture once or MADD W_kly Vlcllm Support
teach on a regular basis. Some ex·
Group Survivors, their families and
amples for classes are home budgetall whose lives have been changed
ing or how to interview for a job. but we
dramatically at the hands of a drunk
are open to your skills and sugges·
driver may share the emotional after·
tions. For further information. contact
math of such a crime with others of the
Wes Crain at 879-8710.
same experience. The group meets
E.rth D.y 1990 is looking for volun·
Thursdays. 7 pm at the MADD office. 9
teers to work in a downtown office
Deering St.. Portland. For more infor·
helping to coordinate statewide activimation. call 773-MADD.
ties and projects. Phone answering. R_olv. Support network for infertile
mailings. some typing or computer
people sponsors workshops and supwork. filing etc. are some of the duties
port groups. For more information. call
involved. For more information, call the
774-4357 or 846-4379.
Center for Voluntary Action at 874· Dep....lv. .nd M.nlc Dep...•
1015.
.Iv. Anonymou. Support and infor·
Osteop.lhlc Hospital is looking for
mation group meets Mondays. 7 pm at
a volunteer to perlorm basic computer
Woodfords Congregational Church .
input. call up patients names and re202 Woodfords St. . Portland. For more
view medication sign-out sheets. Acinformation. call 774· HELP.
curacy is a must; training is provided. Young F.th.rs Progr.m .t the
For more information, call 874-1015.
Portl.nd YMCA. 70 Forest Ave .•
CrI.l. Int.rv.ntlon Couns.lors
offers a support group for young faTraining sessions for volunteer crisis
thers every Monday at 6 pm . Educa·
intervention counselors for Ingraham
tional groups are held on the second
Volunteers will be held Mar 3. 10. 17
Tuesday of each month . For more in·
and 24. Counselors talk by phone to
formation. call Betsy at 874-1111 ext.
people in crisis. listening to their needs
221.
and referring them to agencies which Transupport is a non·profit. non-sexwill be helpful. After training is comual. social and educational peer sup·
pleted. volunteers are asked to work
port group for transsexuals.
one weekly shift of five to six hours.
erossdressers. their families. friends
plus one shift every third orfourthweek·
and people interested in gender isend. Work is done in your home. A
sues. Meetings are held every other
commitment of one year is requested.
Sunday at 6 pm . For more information.
For more information. call the Center
call 854-3528 or write to Transupport.
for Voluntary Action at 874·1015.
P.O. Box 17622. Portland 04101 .
Ac.demlc Dec.thlon Volunl_rs T ... AIDS Project. 22 Monument
are needed to judge student oratories
Square (fifth Hoor). Portland. lists many
at the Decathlon Mar 3. 8 am-12:3O pm
support groups around Portland for
at Deering High School in Portland. No
PWAs and the lovers. caregivers and
formal training is necessary but public
friends of PWAs. For more information.
speaking skills would be helpful. For
call 774-6877.
more information. call the Cenler for
Voluntary Action at 87A-l015 .
continued on page 20
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The intelligent
approach to total
fitne ... for the '90 ••
Achieve your New
Yean!' lime." goals
the Smart Body way.
We .pecialize in
the development of
custom workout. for
group" or individuals
and teenage lime...
cl""""s.

BODY

Julie Brocato· Skip Robin80n
Personal Trainers
(207) 767-3047

GIANT WAREHOUSE SALE
UP TO 50% OFF

c

9 Fod e n Rd .
So . Portland
Near Maine Mall
Acros s from UPS
775-4312

ope·o Daily,
Including Sundays .

.-

Congress Street,
772-3932
Our jewelry is already haH the cost of retail, ..
But now all Gold and Diamonds ~e 25% Off!
• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 11 - 3
Moo. - Fri. 9 . 5:30, Sat. 9 . 4
4 STORES TO~ERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

~cWe

buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE
A MESSAGE
FROM
MICHELOB DRY!
Michelob Dry says, "After you
drinkMichelob Dry you will find
no after taste. I start cold, I finish
clean and I refresh
completely." Which
stadium has hosted the
most Super Bowl
games
in
history? ..Answer is Miami's Orange Bowl
which has been the sitc
of 5 Super Bowls.
Michelob Dry further states: "Con·
sumers tell me that
I, Mlchclob Dry, have
a unique taste that is
a perfect complement to food.
Ycs,folks, the holidays are a peak.
entertainment period and people
tend to serve high quality tradI·
tional beer. Yes, I bring refresh·
ing pleasure to those who try
me. Do you know who bad the
honor of scoring the first touch·
down in Super Bowl history? .. Oddly
enough. that record is hetd by a man

who wasn't even supposed to
play ... Th e first Super Bowl TO was
scored by wide·receiver Max McGee
of Green Bay on a pass
from Bart Starr in the
first quarter of Super
Bowl I. But McGee
didn't figure to play that
day, and had caught
only 3 passes all
year...He got in the
game only because the
regular, Boyd Dowler ,
got hurt, and McGee
came off the bench to
make history. Beer is a

good part ofthe good
life! Which teams holds the record
for the longest winning streaks in
the history o f college and pro
basketball? ..The longest winning
streak ever in college basketball
was 88 straight by UChA between
1971 and 1974 .. .Thc pro record in
the National B~sketball Association
was set by the Los Angeles Lakers
who won 33 straight in 1971-72.

Everyone who
remembered her or
his sweetheart on
Valentine's Day!

.....
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MAD HORSE THEATRE

COMPAm:'
bhokUnl

IOPEN AUDITIONSI
Saturday, February 24
1-5 P.M.
For experienced, professional
actors only
Call 797-3338 for an appointment
Audition to be held at
Mad HruseTheatNl:
,~ fOl.'l!st Avenu4\- Portland

People Helping People:
The Spurwink School (R) (1/2 hr.)
TheaterThoughts:
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night (1/2 hr.)
Health Views:
(1/2 hr.)
The Future and How We Get There:
Land Use Planni~g (112 hr.)
Futures on Track:
Working toward a successful future
(R) (1/2 hr.)
Mass from Holy Martyrs - Sun. at
9:00 a.m.

Programs premiere Fri. 7-1Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 &7-10pm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. gam-noon.

4·~

BOOKS

146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

FOR
KIDS

Craft. Work.hope for kids ages 3-5
at the Children's Resource Center, Thompson's Point, Portland. 'Puzzle
Collage' Feb 15, 20-22,27-28. Cost is
$1 per child. To register, call 773-3045.
Klnderkonz.rt. Woodwind ensemble
from the Portland Symphony Orchestra presents a concert for kids Feb 15 at
9, 10 and 11 am at the BPOE Lodge
.1597in Saco. TIckets are $2. Forreservations, call Wendy Boudreau at 2824446.
Children'. M ........ of Main. WinterWorkshops "Presidents Day Crafts,'
a workshop for school-age children
Feb 20, 3:15-4:15 pm at the Children's
Museum, 746 Stevens Ave., Portland.
Free with museum admission. Reservations are encouraged. For more information, call 797-KITE.
MIH.nf_t '90 Winter carnival for children held Feb 20-23. Skating party at
Portland loe Arena Feb 20, 12-1 :30 pm
and Feb 22, 1:45-3 pm. Cost is $1 including skate rentals. Winter Carnival
of skating, sliding, snowpainting, treasure hunts, dog sleds and more Feb 21,
11 am-2 pm in Deering Oaks Park.
Winter Sports - cross-country ski lessons, snowboard clinic, snowshoeing,
tobogganing and more - at Riverside
Golf Course Feb 23, 11 am-2 pm. All
winter sports activities are free; bring
your own equipmen1. For more information, call Portland Reaeationat8748793.
Theat.r F ••tlval Children's Theater
of Maine presents Randy Judkins Feb
21; "Androcles and the Uon' Feb 22;
'Earthlings,' an ecological musical performed by children Feb 23. All performances are at 10 am in Luther Bonney
Auditorium, USM Portland. TIckets are
$5 per person. For more information,
call 854-<l389.

Used & Out-or-Print Books
We buy books, too.

Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sal. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

..

:;:.
.;.'

i

~ ':' ~ : :"""':"; :'~:"""; : :;":;;';-:- ~ " ~';"';';;; ' ~ ' :..;.;,.... " ~

Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.
En'o !

Mike Quinn's
sports quotes
of the week
or Roger Oemens, Red Sox
phenomenon, on his three
hours of public relations at
Verrillo's in Westbrook last
week. "Idon't need the money.
The biggest reason I do these
shows is to cut down on my
maiL" He received $9,000 for
signing his autograph for kids
who look up to him anyway.
You better win 20 games this
year Roger, assuming there is a
season.
or Raymond Wakefield,
nine-year-old Portland kid, on
hearing news of the incredible
boxing upset in Tokyo last Saturday night: '1 was crushed.
Mike Tyson is my hero. He's
not supposed to lose. He's so
awesome in the Nintendo
Punch Out. Who's this
Douglas? Does he have a video
game yet?"
or Andy Van Slyke, Pirates
outfielder and left-handed hitter, while in the throws of a
terrible batting
slump :
'They're writing a movie about
me. It's called the 'Summerof4
to 3'."
... Phil Johnson, trainer for
the thoroughbred LastShower,
a three-year-old daughter of
Bates Hotel, the Eclipse winner who was named after the
setting of Alfred Hitchcock's
"Psycho," discussing his filly:
"She's a nice filly. [ just hope
that with a name like that she
doesn't tum out to be a
bleeder."

MiMQui""
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WELL

EARLY DEADLINE

Because of
President's Day
we will have an early
deadline for ad copy,
February 15th, 5:00 pm.
Enjoy your holiday!

CascoBav
WEEKLY

ETC

Visual AID Art Auction Pair of art and
service auctions to benefit the AIDS
Project in Portland held Feb 16, 6 :30
pm at the Sonesta HOlel, 157 High St.,
Portland. Auction for goods and services 6 :30-7:45 pm; art auction of works
donated by prominent Maine artists
begins at 7:45 pm. Preview of art Feb
16, 10 am-4 pm. Admission is $5 . For
more information, call 774-6877.
Wlnt.r In the Woocle Celebration of
winter with activities, a walk and short
talks for the young and young at heart
Feb 18, 2 pm at Wolfe Neck Woods
State Park, Freeport. Programs begin
at the gate weather permitting . Free
and open to the public. For more information, call 289-3821.

•

by Lynda Barry
Gymna.lum Actlvltl.. Program
Community memberships 10 the USM
gymnasium and its facilities. Programs
include basketball, racquetball , Nautilus weight training , Lifecyles and more.
EVEN WHEN I GOT TfRED OF THINKING
For more information, call Lifeline at
780-4170.
OF HIM I STILL KEPT THINKING OF HtM.
Portland R.creatlon'. Aquatic DI,
I kEPf )-lAVING l3ItAIN ATIACK5 OF
vl.lon will begin aocepting registra- "'i~~--;--..-:~~~~~-=-~~----=~~-~
tion for the spring session of Saturday
HIS FACE IN M~ MINI>, AND I CoULD
morning swimming lessons on MonNOT EAT BECA(.\Se ALL FooD WA S
FOR.
AROUND
27
DAYS
AfTER
DOUG
day, Feb. 19 at9 am. Classes are held
~ARF TO ME ;>'\..50. I WAS J'Llsr THANKFVL
at the Riverton School , 1600 Forest
QUIT LIKING M~}M'( \...IFE WItS pv~rc
Ave., Portland. Classes begin Mar 10
fO~ WINSTONS} LtMs, SALI:'M5,
B,A/tF. I THOUGHT I'M GOING TO Ktl..l.
and continue for 10 weeks. For more
VICEl<o~SI
LARKS, AND OLD GOI..DS.
M':JHiLF. HOW COULl> L.lfE ESE WOP-TI-\
information, call 874-8456.
Fly Tying Learn and practice basic fly
.11' WITI-\OUT \)OUC. E.Ve.N IF I-\E 1)11) lJS~
tying techniques in Lifeline's newest fly
tying workshop. During this four-week
M
Bu" TH
iiiT
course, participants will learn 'The
CHICKEN. If
Woolyworm : 'Black Ghost: the
'Adams' and the 'Hair Frog: Classes
meet Wednesday, 7-9 pm starting Feb
21 on the USM Portland Campus , For
more information, call Lifeline at 7804170.
Ski lhe Night for Sight Fundraiser
for the Maine Cenler for the Blind Mar
10, 3-9 pm at Shawnee Peak in Bridgton. Four-person teams gather
pleclges-a minimum of$l00 per team
- and ski to raise money for the Cenler.
THEN FINALL'j I NOTICED I WAS NOT
Information on registration can be obAI..L M~ f(1,I~NDS GAVE ME' THEI~ DIFtained by calling Ruth Farabee at the
THINKING OF 111M 50 ElEAUTIFVI-L.!1.
FERENT
PI-if
J.,oSofHyS of WHAT A CRVD
Maine Cenler for the Blind at 774HE IS AND How HE NEV~R. EVEN
THE'N I WAS HAfl..DL';j THINI<JNGOF HIM
6273. Registration deadline is March

~?

Happy
Anniversary

7093.

YOal Chi Ch'uan is a Chinese exercise
form with gentle slow movements imitating those 01 animals. Classes begin
Feb 19at6 pm. Contact Lifeline at 7804170 for more information.

SPORT

er:;;N~1 iiiTll;fI.~"'~E;D~OU;T~'~w~~~~~

Too

Barbara,
I still love you

NESS

aackbencle and Twl.t.lyengarstyle
yoga workshop on backbends and
twists for yoga studenls Feb 17, 8:2510:25 pm at the Portland Yoga Studio,
616 Congress St., Portland. Cost is
$12 ($10 in advanoe). For more information, call 797-5684.
Stretch and Tone Workout choreographed to the rhythms of jazz Tuesday and Thursday morning, 8 :15-9:15
at the Portland School of Bailey, 341
Cumberland Ave., Portland. For more
information, call Karen Marino at 871-

Ic. Cape" 50th anniversary extravaganza Feb 21-25 at the Cumberland
County Civic Center, Portland. Performanoes are Feb 21 at 7:30 pm, Feb
22-23 at 2 and 7:30 pm, Feb ~4 at 12,
4 and 8 pm, Feb 25 al 1 and 5 pm.
TIckets are $12, $10 and $8.50. For
ticket information, call the Civic Center
Box Office at 775-3458.
a ... I..... After Houre Greater Port.land Chamber of Commerce social hour
Feb 22, 5-7 pm at the Sheraton Tara
Hotel, South Portland. Admission is $5
for members, $15 for non-members.
For more information, call 772-2811 .
Wlnt.r Carnival Schoolhouse Arts
Center in Sebago Lake is sponsoring a
three-day carnival featuring ice skating, snow games lor kids, softball on
snow shoes. sleigh rides and a snow
sculpture contest. Blues musician Dan
Gravas performs Feb 24 at 8 pm,
SPANDA Dance Company performs
Feb 25 at 3:30 pm. Proceeds from the
weekend will benelit the Schoolhouse
Center for The Arts and the Sebago
Lake Congregational Church. Formore
information, call 642-3743.
Wlnt.r Carnival W_k Maine
Audubon is hosting a variety of indoor
and outdoor winter activities for children and their parents Feb 20-24.
Tuesday-Friday morning, families can
take winter walks to discover animal
tracks, learn how plants prepare for
winler and see the different properties
of snow. In the afternoon, children can
participate in nature crafts and games.
Winter Carnival Feb 24, 9 am-3 pm:
animal tracking, snowshoeing, ski lessons and more . For more information.
call 781-2330.
Bowl for Kid.' Sak. Big Brothers!
Big Sisters of Greater Portland is having their annual fund raiser Mar 3, 9 am5 pm. All proceeds for the event will
provide support to the BB/BS prevention-based program. The program
provides needed aduh guidance and
leadership to Iocal-areachildren in need
of a friend. Anyone interested in organizing a leam offourto bowl or in making
a donation to BBlBS, call Sue Briggs at
874-1016.
Advertl.lng and Graphic Art.
Trecle Show Art Directors Club 7th
annual trade show will be held Apr 10,
5:30-10 pm at lhe Portland Expo, 239
Park Ave., Portland. To reserve table
spaoe or for more information, call 5497057.

1.
Wally Ball ·No experience required.
Casco Bay Bicycle Club meets Thursdays at the Tennis Racquet, 2445
Congress St., Portland. Most weeks
the group plays at 6:30. Call 774-1118
for times.
PAWS Portland Amateur Wresding
Society is now accepting new members. All ages and levels of experience
welcome. You should be fit and have
sincere interest in military-collegiate
style wresding. Coaching provided at
weekly meets. For more informanon,
.
call 773-8341.
Outdoor Trip Hollin. Lat~t bicycling . hiking, camping, canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casco
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club . Call 774-1118.

LIKED ME FoR. REAL, HE 'WM JIIST
PL"'~IN' /VIr. FOR CHEAp, AND IT 'rillS
H.VE THAT IN SOMF WA\1S )-II:' OlD

00

M~ (.ol.O

BLOODED AND HE BvRNfP

ME BIJf I AL.WA\iS kNEW HoW HE wAS
I::-a=TI

INS

10;E~.~~iiiij~!~
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February 15, 1990
index
animals
antiques
auctIOns
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent
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SWF 28, TALL attraclive, greeneyed blonde, seeki"\l non-smoking
SWM 28·35 to enJoy life's finer
pleasures-fine wine, great food,
good music. as well as the simpler
things-moonlit walks on the beach,
picnics inn the sun, cand lelit
evenings. ~ you are not easily
intimidated and like adventure,
please write. Photo and phone
appreciated. CBW Box 035, TPL
22035
BiWM 30 would like 10 meet men
for outdoor activities, dining out,
someone to talk to. Inters ted in
exploring the White Mtns. thiS
summer. CBW Box 036, TPL
22036
I CAN'T BELIEVE I'm doing this,
putting a personal in the CBW. I
wonder il my friends will recognize
me? Well, here it goes I rm a GWM,
22, already overtired with the bars
and lhe cliques and the head games,
looking for Prince Charming, but
will settle for a nice person and a
great Iriend. Looking for GM, 2027, who likes theater, music, the
ocean, hiking, talking, eating out,
sleeping In, dancing all nigh, Kate
Bush, pizza, and basic merry-ment
Do you know me? Would you like to?
Please, no Libras or men who are
co-dependant or hung up on
exlovers or their mothers need
apply. CBW Box 037, TPL 22037
TJN, sometimes I still miss you.
Happy Valentine's Day. l..oIIe, K
IT'S BEEN A LONG LONELY
winter for thiS 28 year old SWF.
I've got an itch that needs
scra:Chlng. Send me a descnption
01 how you can help me, ~ you are a
chern-free SWM. lnclude a phone
number and 111 call you. CBW Bo,
041 , TPL 22041
SEEKING HELPFUL MWF 30-55
to teach me the art of love and·
pleaSing. Discreet, energetic, MWM
24 willing to satislv. Send course
requirements to PO Box 4525,
Portland, 04 t 12. TPL 22042
TALL ATTRACTIVE SWM,
interests include dining out,
spectator sports, going to the
beach, working out, interested In
meeting SWF 23-34 With similar
interests. Catholic, 2 year degree.
Photo exchanged. caw Bo, 043,
TPL 22043
HI GREEN EYES ...no condos or
car phones, instead a romantic
dinner is waiting for you. Laughter
is so cfose, but I need your number.
Blue Eyes. CBW Box 044, TPL
22044
DWM 45, 6-2, 200, used, but no
phYSical or mental defects, honest,
dependable, sensitive, caring,
romantic and a little shy, prefer
casual over lormal, enloy quiet
nights out or in, movies, Ice
C8pades, circus, lakes, mountains,
traveling and fun and good times
~enerally. Seeking F with similar
Interests to share hfe's good and
bad times, hpefullv for a long and
sincere relationship. All replies
answered, pIlokl if possible but not
necessary, hoping to hear from you
soon. caw Bo, 045, TPL 22045

THIS ATTRACTIVE, smart,
funny, funloving and educated SWF
2S knows there has to be a smart,
handsome, romantic, educated,
lunloving man 25-32 out there. If
you enjoy laughing, the beach,
relaxing on Sundays, skiing, movies,
breakfast, dining out and white
Zinfandel, then we should talk.
Please include your phone number.
CBW Box 010, TPL 22010
YOUNG S. MAINE COUPLE is
seeking the companionship 01 an
unattached, emotionally available
BiF 20-45 who is down to earth.
He's 25 and she's 22. Threesomes
and or long term relationsh ip is
welcomed with a compatable
mature woman. Photos exchanged,
bot personality is more important
than looks. If inlerested please
write CBW Box 012, TPL 22012
LONELY· BOY wants two
entertaining girls 10 come out and
play. Must want to share klys and
keep secrets. Lets meet and
discuss your favorite games.
Confidentiality guaranteed, photos
welcome. CBW Box 003, TPL
22003
EXCITING, NICE LADY! 37 ,
seeking sincere, honest gentleman
for companionship, fun times, and
laughter, with romance and plenly
of warmth and allention. Musl
believe in one-person relationship.
caw Box Ot 3, TPL 22013
MR HERP'S LOOKING for Miss
Herpelle. Tired of explaining
Herpes simplex? Well, this
professional SWM, 33, 5-10, 165,
daril, good loking man is looking for
profeSSional SWF 25-35 who
understands that Herpes ISnot the
end of the world I love music,
sports, kayaklng, and the art 01
ha~i ~ out on the cooch. Phone and
photo, but not necessary. CBW
Box 030, TPL 22030
MWM 45 seeks DIMF for
friendship, compamonship, poSSible
romance. If you need to talk. laugh,
spend ame with a caring person, I'm
the one. CBW Bo, 031, TPL 22031
GWM, 5-HO, 130, novice to gay
life, would like to meet other young
discreet, straight acting GMs for
fnendship and companionship. I'm
just a nice, average guy discovering
at 28 who I reaaly am. Lers help
each other grow. Lewiston area but
will travel. CBW Bo, 032, TPL
22032
GWM 42, WARM, sens itive,
quiet, stable, non-smoker, trim and
healthy. Would like to meet similar
honest male for friendship and
shared interests. CBW Box 033,
TPL 22033
DO YOU STILL BELIEVE in
knights in shiny armorlcastles in
the clouds? Hso, please skip this
adll am an attractive fortyish down
to earth professional woman who
enlOYs laughing with my lamily and
friends. My interests include
Intellectual and athletic pursuits.
Lers begin as friends but consider
romance. Remember, no knights
need apply I CBW Bo, 034, TPL
22034
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AT ALL AND I WAS STA~TIN6 To W'fE
THIS OTHER GV~, BoB ANP THATS WHEN
M~ MIRAGLE HAPPeNED. JVST IN TIMt.
DOVC.CALLEDME AGAIN. !.IF'E CAN
BE So MAGICAL . ~~~~~~~~

$2 PER MIN. ADULTS ONLY

,

Winner receives two
com liments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
SWF 29, STUPID, unattractive,
and non·athletlc and If you believe
that don't write. "you don't
believe thai. lets go skiing, would
prefer photo. caw 048-TPL22048

NEW GUY IN TOWN SWM 30,
professional, blonde hair, blue eyes
nice build, a real winner, but new to
Portland scene. Looking for slim
SIDWF smoker, drinker, dancer
who is looking for lun, evenings on
the town, but mostly fun. Seeing is
believing and patience is not a
vinue. Photo a plus. CBW Box 009,
TPL 22009
IF YOU ARE A SitlWM 28-40 ,
emo ti onally healthy, cunous,
InVentive, articulate, adventurous,
warm, Witty, tnm, close to bnlliant
andlor heaVily In debt due to
massIVe educalKlnal costs, ego-less
man, then chances are some good
woman already has a life contract
on you. If she doesn't, please wnte
with phone number, as you may help
enrich a life thats gOing qUite well
already. (The life of a prelly,
petite, artistic, 30s, SWF
professional SWF, into arts .
travel, growth, nature , outdoor
sports. ) CBW Box 014, TPL
22014
DREAMS COME TRUE. DWF 45,
petlle, brunelle, friendly, quick
Wit, vaned interests, seeks bnght,
sensitive, caring, romantic man for
danCing beach Walks, omelelles,
movies , sports, dinner, hugs,
friendship and rainbows. CBW Bo,
744
RENAISSANCE MAN seeks
soulmatel
I'm a SWM 26,
professional and outdoorsman with
more ecfectic intersts than you can
shake a stick at. II you're a chemfree SWF with your own interests
and skills , please respond
withpllone so we can talk. rm quite
possibly the guy you
you can't
lind, but I'm out here PO Box
3301 , Portland, O4t04. Lets meet I
GWM 31, 6-0 , 175, handsome,
masculine and straight acting .
Seeks good-looking GM 25-35 who
enJoys the outdoors, ocean , travel
and fun times. No fatsnems please.
Want to develop a fullilling and
rewarding relationship with the
right person. CBW Box 745
WM 34, 6-4, artisl, wnler, with a
passion for advenlure and
e'perience. Seeking F 2242 for
companionship. Intersted in
interesting people, models,
projects in life and art CBW Box
753
PLAYFUL AND SENSITIVE
Psyche, SWF 27, who loves the
ocean, outdoors, and music, seeks
funlovlng adventurous Cupid, 2532, for friendship, fun times and
laughter. CBW Bo, 001, TPL
22001
WANTED : A woman who will
explore the world of touch with me.
CBW Bo, 008, TPL 22008
CUTE SWF who enjoys All, Ben &
Jerry's, movies, traveling, looking
to meet good-looking SWM 20-25
with simlfar Interests. Must have a
great sense of humor. Please, no
Ted Bundys. CBW Bo, 006, TPL
22006
WM SEEKS discreet female for
Inlimate times. Sre you around a
size 2, which IS to say petite, this
man IS tor you, because he thinks
you're sweet. Please reply to CBW
Box OIl, TPL 220 11
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SWM 33 TALL, firm and
attractive, With respect lor people
and nature. Putting reesoning first
while working to be sincere and
thoughtful, and finding value in
humor. Seeks woman with depth
and respect, wanting to become
solid fnends first. CBW Bo, 005,
TPL Box 22005
PROFESSIONAL SWM seeks
attractive woman 23-30 for
companlonshlplromance. Enjoys
outdoor sports, water sports and
jello sports. CBW Box 004, TPL
22004
ATTRACTIVE
SWM 34
desperately seeking Susan or
attractive 30s SF who loves
movies, softball. jogging, romance.
Prefers greater Portland area,
must be chem-free. CBW Bo, 002,
TPL 22002
ATTRACTIVE,
ATHLETIC,
Healthy SW couple with interests
in skiing, traveling, hottubbing and
qUiet fireside dinners seeks B,WF
24-32 With similar qualities and
interests lor comaraderie, romance
and variatKln. Discretion and nonsmoking a must. Letter and phokl
appreciated . PO Box _ 297,
Yarmouth, 04096, TPL 22020
SWF 20, attractive, shy, sincere,
seeks a handsome, down to earlh
guy for Iriendship. Photo and
descriptive letter appreciated, PO
Bo, 10184, Portland 04104, TPL
22021....
FUNLOVING, HEALTHY couple
early 2Os, interested in meeting
attractive BiWF for friendship and
fun. Lets getlogether soonl Photo
apprecialed . PO Box 1644,
Auburn, 04211, TPL 22022

DWF 41, backrub specialist, seeks
strong healthy male to practice on .
If interested, write and tell me, in
25 words or less, why I should
massage your back. Descriptive
info and photo (01 your shoulders)
would be appreciated. You can
reach me at CBW Bo, 046, TPL
22046
JUST IN TIME for Valentine's and
my birthday, this SWM soon to be
34, would like to meel a woman of
quality and intngue. Perhapo the
time has come that we shall meet.
I'm a tall, romantiC, attractive
professional with a song in my
heart. " you are a SWF 26-36 who
is adventurous , intelligent, and
attractive, who can appreciate
friendship before passion, then lets
meet. CBW Box 047, TPL 22047
SWF 29, stupid, unattractive, and
non-alhletic and II you believe that,
don't write. If you don't believe
that, leI's go skiing. Would prefer
photo. CBW Bo, 048, TPL 22048
BRIGHT, BEAUTIFUL , BUXOM
SWF 37, seeks S/DM 01 same
period (the plasticene?) with whom
I can 'live the good lila' and e'plore
the worlds nooks and crannies.
Intelligent rat-race dropouts and
the spintually inclined welcome.
CBW Bo, 049, TPL 22049
CONCIOUS, PERCEPTIVE,
subtly-warmhearted late 3Ds DWM,
aspiring writer-composer, Innovator, semi-athletic' seeks consort,
25-40, for shared happiness .
UnKjuely playful yet wise (like me)
new age particularly encouraged .
Values natural loods, spontaneity,
good looks, parenting, a little slack.
Prompt reply. PO Box 1603,
Portland , 04104, TPL 22023
SWM 28, 5-10, t 70, dark, hazel
eyes, seeks goodloking S-DF 22-35
who has common sense but can still
get silly and who IS passionate
about her beliefs and her romance. I
am handsome, fit, fun , intelligent,
open minded and mildlt obsessivecompulsive. Photo and letter to PO
Box 7848 DTS, Portland, 04112,
TPL 22024
SWM MID·20S, 6-t, dark hair,
who women lind attractive, looking
speCifically for woman who is
attractive, 2t to mid twenties,
preferably libra or Aquarian. I
have been looking for you for a long
time, so please send me a lew lines
about yourself. Phone and photo
appreciated but oplional. PO Bo,
546, Springvale, Me, 04083, TPl
22025
BiF, BYlAN-TEEN PIRATE,
wants to smuggle and snuggle
marvy malden into my heart. a wyld
woman lull 01 shells and suri, let's
tryst, lall through the music into
mid of unIVerse, read out loud, go
10 cfubs, look at cfouds, love the sun,
know our souls when we smell
Howers, send hieroglphlcs in jade
green botlle via the sea, PO Bo,
15022, Porlland, 04101 , TPL
22026

Can we talk?
About personals?
You bet we can.

, a mg services
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Compatibles
"The Dating Service That Cares"

You've seen me on Donahue al,d U.S.A. Today.
As the oldest dating seIVice in I\ .E., we have
introduced thousands of singles with caring
concern and affordable rates. \X'hy not you'
We're not just another
dating seIVice.
We're Compatibles.
Call for a free
consultation.

767-1366
Portland

783-1500
Auburn

Always imitated but never equaled.
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When was the last time you met
someone who blew you away?
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone spedal. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfitlly.
Being single in Maine can
Tlie 'Personal
be fun again . \M1y wait
any longer? call
.ww..,
The Personallbuch.
.

d::€fi

:51 Exchangt St .. Portland. ME 04 101
773· IMS

EARLY DEADLINE
Due to President's Day, all Classified
ad materials must be received by
noon on Friday, Feb. 16, for the issue
of Feb. 22. Thank You!

ERSONAL

Now, not only'Qn you read the personals - but you can also listen
and even talk to theml
Talking Personals are a quick and easy way to find out more about
the person pladng the ad, to share more about yourself, or Just to
see who's out there.
To listen to the Talking Personals In this Issue, Just follow these
simple directions:
I . Dial 1-900-896-282.4 from any phone ,
Each call cost 95 ¢ per minute, billed to your phone.
2, When the machine answers, dtal access code 22..
3. Now the machine will ask for a sped ftc number.
Enter the 'TPL' number listed at the end of the ad you
wish to respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message, and leave your
response If you wish. It's 'as easy as that!

All calls are screened. Obs,ene messages wUJ be deleted.
To place you own Talking Personal ad, call Mark KeUeher at 775-6601.

So let's talk personal!

-
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IZ services
METAPHYSICAL readings from
a spirtual perspeellve offer Insight
and practical applicatIOn regarding
your current energy field, life
lessons, past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes. Tarot
readings also available, call Regina
at 729-0241.
ASTROLOGY & TAROT card
readings. Call for an appolntmenl,
Judllh 846-0606 or 934-1108.
WOMEN: Does being In love mean
being in pain? Leam how 10 change
dysfunctional
relationship
patterns, Therapy group now
lorming based on "Women Who
Love Too Much", For more
Information call 871-9256.
BIZARRE and biodegradable
bumper stickers. For a complete
listing send SASE 10: PO Box 201,
Cape Coltage, ME, 04107.
WOMEN WHO LIVE APART
from their children, Group now
forming. Women who do not live
with their children, whatever the
circumstances, often have feelings
of loss, pain, guilt, anger and
isolation. Join a safe, supportive
environment With other women who
understand. We will be starting
soon in Portland. Call Karolyn
Rosseln, MA, at 766-2809
THE BODY doesn't know how to be
sick I Our natural state IS health.
Expenence the release of obstacles
to wellness through gentle, painless
and drug less treatmenls,
nutritional and hfestyle evaluation.
Holistic Chiropractic IS for Ihe
body, mind and spirit, not just your
back. Dr. Danko, 772-5131
AUTISTIC, 0.0" emolionally
dlslurbed, language delayed. The
labels and the problems can be
overwhelming. Clinical music
therapy can reach past the
barners, address the pain, awaken
the possibilities. Chnstlan Trout,
registered and board certified
music lherapist, now offers
IndMdual therapy, consultation and
workshops. 767-6018
DREAM IMAGE WORK group
now forming. Intensive Imagework
using Jungian Active Imagination,
creat"ity, confidentiality Limited
to 8 participants, call for
inlormatlon, 767-5240
SELF ESTEEM: A sense of one's
own dignity and worth , the
cornerslone in the foundation upon
which we build to become wellrounded, contenl, and successful
participants in hfe. Lack of selfesteem means years of untapped
potential and limited living, A.
group is being formed for Ihose
who need enhancement, support
and development in thiS Critical
area. Please call 772-6892 for

COLLEGE STUDENT With truck
available to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most
everylhlng. Excellent references,
call any ume, day or night, 7742159, leave message.
INCOME TAXES prepared al
reasonable rates. Accurate,
prompt , personal service.
ElectrOnic filing for quick refund
free belore Feb. 28. For
appoinlment or estimate call John
Hudson al 772· 1199, 7AM to
10PM, 7days a week.
BOOKKEEPING, accounting, and
tax preparation for businesses and
IndiViduals. High caliber work, 16
years experience, reasonable rates.
SM Accounting SerVices, 797·
4510
TAX PREPARATION . laster
refunds for business & ind"lduals.
File electronically and save weeks
of waiting I File now. Very
competitive rates. DRESDEN
CONSULTING GROUP. Business
& Management Consultants. 737·
4333 leave message.
TAX RETURNS prepared by Doug
Smith, MBA. Reasonable fee
quoted in advance. Free pickup and
drop off In Portland area. Call
797-4682 for appoinlment, 7 to 9
PM.
MAGIC TOUCH CLEANING,
home and office, wee~y, biweekly,
monthly, or bimonthly. Call Bonnie
Robinson loday for Iree estimate
al 772-1493.
CUSTOM SPRAY FINISHERS,
fine furniture, wicker, cabinets,
window inserts, shutters. All types
of surfaces. Free pickup and
delivery to our spray lab. Ask for
Fleet at 773·0577 or 871-0960.
HANDYMAN, carpentry, minor
plumbing and electrical repairs,
guller cleaning, roof patching,
small appliance repair. Excellent
references . Call
Mike's
Landscaping and Tree Service at
883-8746, leave message
A WOMAN'S TOUCH! Wall
papenng and painting. Estimates
for any size job, excellent
references. Calf 761-4270
BEGINNING, MIDDLE, or
impasse, no malter what the slage
of your story or essay, no mailer
what the stale of your writing, I
can help. 892 ·5 476 for
appointment.
BEE·BEE CLEANING SERVICE,
reSidential and olilce cleaning for
the 'too busy With important stuff
to worry about cleaning' person.
Relerences available. 878-3259
' WORD PROCESSING, $15 per
1 hour, Image Writer Printer, acoass
'I to laser, call Pal Gulian at 8'{90060

A PEER SUPPORT GROUP for , - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
people with disfigurements will be
MAINELY
starting March 5. This group IS for
CLEANING
people who are tired of the slares,
questions, comments or your own
COMPANY
personal unhappiness with your
~~oOlJmerCial
~rthmark, scar, burn, whatever. If%~~ ~
tia1
Meetings are Ihe firsl Monday of
Residen
the mooth at Mame Medical Center,
Insured &
Dana Center, classroom I, 7Bonded
8:30pm. No fee, all that IS asked IS
Portland, ME
that you come, hsten, share your
774-4540
pain, discomfort and be among
people who undersland what it's
like. More info call 767·5216.
THE WAY OF WOMEN·as a clrde
of women we Will recover the
strength and tenderness of our
own womanhood. In sacred space we
Will 'be' with ourselves, engage With
Winter Craft Classes
our ima9lnation, discover the
relationship of body and soul, learn Basket Weaving' Batik
about the Goddesses and
Sewing' Ceramics
e'~nence the inner woman who
gUides us. Call Kathleen McKual, Faux Boxes' Stenciling
& MORE
MA, 799-4927
MASSAGE WORKSHOP A hands
85 York SI. Portland
on expenence learning bas ic
871-0112 • 799·1401
Swedish' massage and Trigger
Point Therapy. We Will focus on
alleviating headaches, neck and
shoulder tension, and promoting
better circulation. Inslructor: Beth
Koehler, BA, LMsT. Date: Sal. Feb
24, al Kim ball Health Center, Saco.
Cost: $40. Time: 9am·4pm. To
ALL YOUR
r"!lister, call Beth at 284-9594
Resumes
ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE is a I
Technical Reports
~me honored method of eliminating
Tr.anscriptions
habllual stress~ension pallerns
Manuscripts
Which interfere with health. ease,
TYPING NEEDS!
freedom. Maria Jackson Parker, i. PROMPT, EFFICIENT
cert. teacher, will be available Tues. 11"'..:==:::7i7:::i4~.;;:54
:::;::
10;;::'==;J
duringFeb.lt:30·t:30at130cean ~
St, S Portland. For questions and
free consultation call 729·0839
call 729-0839
GIFTS OF LOVE for the ones you
love ... thoughtful books, cards,
Chinese temple gongs, Stockmar
Home, Office, Condo
beeswax crayons, incense and oils.
"Nobody likes to hear
Spectacular calendars, 50% off.
about company dirt,
Maybe Someday ... a nonprofit
exceplus.
organization, proceeds go 10
support our innovat"e program for
people with MS. 195 Congress St,
between Levinskys and Whole
Grocer, winter hours 10·6, M·S,
773-3275
Let us hear about your dirt!

HAIL MARY
TYPING

***
*

I

CLEANING
1J

Casco Bay
Services

879-7049

NEWIMAGES
Therapeutic Massage

I'REMODELING BY '-i
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• Kilchens • Bathrooms
• Repairs' Additions
• Insured
Free Eslimates
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more information.

i

1Let us add the change that can,
,

WHY ISN'T

call tod.yl

1

CUSTOM WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY
Linden Thigpen
Certified Massage Therapist

by appointment

775-4010

WOMEN TO WOMEN PRESENTS

HONORING 'OUR-BODIES

~tJ~;,.jJ~

The

~hotographers

Jeff
Margerison
772-<1206

Joel
Bicknell
772-8999

EZ SKI

RENTALS
DOWNHILL & X·COUNTRY

__ ()OOO()_ the~C1hed
775-5117
"The Menstrual Cycle,
PMS and Endrometriosis"

Exploring the relationship between cultural
pressures and their effects on women's bodies
• Disruptions of the menstrual cycle: what can go
wrong; the feminine cyclic nature
• PMS: why some women have it and how to learn
to I ive with it; natural treatment methods
• EndometriOSIS: the latest treatments; strategies for
coping with it in our lives

Who should attend this workshop:

"

,

1L- _________ • _____ _
,
713-0463
1

YOUR

AD
HBRB?
775-6601

make your house a home
Charles Fredericks

Women of all ages, especially those who have
difficulty with, or need more information about
menstruation, pre.menstrual syndrome and/or
endometriosis.
Presented by:
Christiane Northrup, M.D. & Marcelle Pick , R.N .C.
WHEN: Monday, February 26, 1990
WHERE: Stage Neck Inn, York Harbor, Maine
TIME: 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
COST: $85 until 2/5, $95 thereafter. Whole foods
'
lunch included.

To register, call 846-6163.
Space is limited - reserve early.

BOOY\X!ORKS
THOROUGH & ORGANIC
FACIAlS

...
...
...

DEEP MUSCUlAR
RElAXATION MASSAGE

BAXTER BLVD area-beeautiful
place with parking. Professional
person, non-smoking, no petss, lots
of privacy. Sharing bul like hVlng
alone. $300 plus ut~s. Call anytime
774·0852.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
warm comfortable two bedroom
apt. in West End $265Imon.
Includes utilities and parking. 7750791), Please leave message.
HOUSEMATE NEEDED fm sunny
Scarboro home near beach. fdeal
place for qUlel, responsible, MIF,
$225 plus sec. dep. and utils. Call
883·5985
NON·SMOKING MIF housemate
wanted lor S PortiandlWiliard
Beach conlempory home. Large
private yard, 4 blocks to beach,
$300 inc. utils. Call 775-4010
days or 767·3720 eves.
LOTS OF SPACE, $200 plus third
utils, for MIF who is responsible,
clean. Large 2·floor. 1.5 bath, 011
Woodfords, on busline. 774·9123,
avail. 3-1, negotiable.
HOUSEMATE N/S to share
comfortable home In Falmouth with
garden, laundry, near ocean .
References, $275 plus, call 781·
4610
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
share spacious Victorian 2BR apt
near Deering HS. Non-smoker
preferred, off-street parking,
$310 inc. heat. Avail. 3-t-90. 761 8171
2 BR APT with character In safe
Wesl Prom neighborhood, owner
occupied building. New kitchen,
wrw, busline, near Wayneflete
Schoof. $550, 772-1402
M·F T SHARE 3BR townhouse,
Norlhgate area. $240 plus sec,
and utils, WID, heated, parking,
avail. 3·1, call Dick at 797·2106

UN USUA L very charming,
townhouse style condo in large
Victorian house, West Prom area.
3BR, WID, parking, taslefully
furnished, musl be seen l Avail. Feb
thru May, $800 per monlh. 8710119
SUBLET AVAILABLE: Large ,
very pleasant West End ' apt,
available March·june. Reasooable
rent and utils,parllallyfurnlshed,
lunclioning kitchen, Ideal for
couple Call 774-1597
EAST PROM AREA, spacious
sunny 3BR, ocean Views, yard,
parking. $650 plus utils. 879·
0432 or 772·4334
COUTRY LIVING just minutes to
downlown. Ocean Ave near
Falmouth, uniquely renovated 2BR
In turn of century house, HW floors
and wrw, deck, parking, garden
space $650 plus low utils, 773·
1192

SHARE UNIQUE apt. In safe West
Prom area, in owner occupied bldg.
Laundry available, side yard,
bus line, $275 per month, long or
short term, references. Call owner
at 772·1402
WANTED single room with shower
access, for chem-free dancer,
summer '90, Higgins Beach area.
778·2562
ROOMMATE WANTED, March 1,
$185 per month healed. 5 mlns.
from PSA, USM, share 3BR apt.
with one F, one M, both students,
call Rebecah at 773-1308

OLDER BEGINNERS, at last!
Painless and fun plano or eleclronlC
keyboard lessons In the privacy of
your own home. Call Sandy 772~ leave message
INTERESTED IN MUSIC?
Frustrated With traditional
lessons? Innovative method lakes
Ihe mystery out and puts the lun In.
Guttar styles of James Taylor and
Jonl Mitchell. all popular p,ano
slyles. Beginning .and advanced
songwntlng. Looking for 2 or 3
more sludents. 725-8500
mornlnQs.
WHOLISTIC MUSIC sludio:
Voice, pano, and keyboard lessooS.
Suzuki piano, children and adults.
Adull beginners gleelully
encouragedl 773-8250

PROFESSIONAL FLUTIST now
has opentngs for new students. All
ages and ab<inies are welcome. Call
874-2455, please leave message.
AlIl<vcI S

'#Il'

'«jles

~[1A1\ LESSONS

. Gil

'

ACUTE & CHRONIC
PROBLEMS ADDRESSED

SOUNDTRONICS
ENTERPRISES
General Audio &Telephone
Kepair &Instal/ation
Auto Arcesscq Work

1978 ZIMMER 14X70 mobile
home, in the Hamlet, 2BR, fully
appllanced, 011 heat, large deck,
prOlate sale, owner Will help With
financing, $37000. Call 856-2209
BY95.

child

761-3224

YWCA winter wonderland. vacatlor
camp. Feb. 20·23. Call Joan
Prouty. 874·1 130.
P.O. Box 1424
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI IS
Scarborough, ME 04074
offenng an Arls & Crafts lime lor
the young child ages 3-7. The dass
time will be 3:30-5:30, M·t. Early
aer"als at 3:00 will be welcomed.
The cfass will be limited to 12
DANCE CLASSES: Beginners, low children and will fooJs on seasonal
intermediate modern dance themes. Also accepting applications
technique taughl b\I Betsy Beaven for afternoon Monlessori Sessions.
al Ram Island Dance, 25a Forest Call 799-2400 for more details.
Ave, Portland Stage Bldg, TWO FUN LOVING, responSible,
Mondavs 5:30-7:00 pm. onaoine
children·oriented 30 year olds
DRAWING, PAINTlNG·indivi· make up this Gold Star team to
dual Instruction. Experienced take care of all children, pet and
teacher will help you at any leVel. household needs while you take a
Call the Afternoon Gallery, 49 break. Nanny experience from
Dartmouth SI, Portland, Wed, Thu, infants to leens, excellenl
Fri, Ahernoons or call 871 ·9235 relerences. For more info call
Alison, 772-0718 or Pamela, 799·
same days.

(Leav. name and number)

learnin

Casco Bay Weekly seeks an honest,
reliable and flexible person to
oversee the distribution and
printing of CBW. The position
is full-time, though most of the
hours are necessary from early
Wednesday morning through
Friday afternoon. Some
printing background helpful
Trustworthy vehicle
absolutely necessary.
For an interview, call
Gary Santaniello at 775-6601.

EASY WORK! Excellent pay I Up
to $339 a week assem bling
producls at home. For complele
Info send $22.95 to RJV inc, 15
Francis St Old Orchard Beach, ME,
04064, u·14.
CLASSES In painting and
stenCiling. Palterns ~re all authentic, laken from Original trays,
chairs, elc. Call after 4pm, 797·
5620. Former owner of the
Lamplighter,
CREATIVE PERSONS WANTED
for new specialty shop. WorI\ your
own hours I Woodcrafters·abbility
to work with plywood and smaller
cut·outs. Crahsmanshlp a must.
Sewers-Custom work and small
specialty items. Patterns,
Instructions for right persons.
Specialty Painters·Faux finishing,
tole and abslract painters wanted.
Be a part of this new and exciting
business. For appoluntment call
Kathy at DecorAble, 878-3589
NEWSPAPER CO MPOSITION
person with 2·1/2 years experience
looking for permanenl position In
Portland area Prefer day hours,
M·F. Want a situation where I can
learn more and grow. Call Bill at
871·7028
CON SCI E N T IOU S ancl
enlrprenauflal person with kind
heart, globel Vision and astute
marketing skills to market and
manage Sducallooal program. Call
773·3275

1986 SUBARU, excellent
condition, AM·F'" cassette,
sunroof, 38,000 miles, selling for
$3600 far below whet you'd pay on
a car lot. Compare at $5000.
879-7037 eves.
1985 MAZDA RX·7 GS model,
immaculate finish, AC, PB, PS.
Black with gray velour. A fun car
to drive. Below book at $5975.
878·2312.
1979 CHEVY CAPRICE Landau
roof, 4-«, AC, cruise, stereo. new
tires, battery, all. Good condition
with new sticker $1000 or best
offer. 775-6586.

SO~WIl!t1rx;

1986 SIERRA 1500 GMC pickup,
power sterring, stereo, $3500 or
best offer, 883·3962 days or
883-&\96 after 6PM.
88 MAZDA 626, AMlFM cassette
stereo, PS, 5·spd, 11 K, $8250.
797·8966.
1979 VW MICROBUS-l6K, New
tires, battery, excellent condition,
no rust camper insert. $1800 or
best offer. 773.$15.
1983 CHRYSLER LEBARON red
4·dr auto, cruise, 30 mpg, no rust
looks great, runs good, well·
maintained, recent sticker. $1800
or besl 846-4324.
1984 NISSAN 300 ZX excellent
condition. 49K, 5-spd, t-tops.
Loaded, white wAsn interior. Will
cry when f sell. $7900. Call 7746489.
1985 VOLVO GL wagon, loadedair, auto, leather seats, wine
wlbeige interior, mint 5OK, AM·FM
cassette, call 781·3072 or 772·
2202. $9900.
87 HONDA ACCORD LXI
hatchback, excellent shape, AM·FM
casselle, AC. cruise, pwr wind,
pwr mirr, snow tires, PBIPS,
$9100,773-6373 or 773-1110.
87 GLI JETTA all the extras
bright red, sunroof, AC, great
shape, $7500 or best offer.
774·8066.
84 MERCURY LYNX High
mileage, virtually no rust, new
brakes, 4 new radials, light gray.
Please call the Goodwins at 761·
7003 !Nes.
83 PLYMOUTH HORIZON
hatchback, auto, 34k, brand new
snows, top mechanical shepe bul
needs body work. No room to slore,
so bargain priced at $600. Greal
deal. 774·2244
1980 CALIFORNIA CORVETTE,
white, T·top, telescope and tilt
, wheel. Needs interior work, good
engine. ComJ8ll around, c:hed< bkJe
book price. $7000, call John at
874·0542
1986 MERCURY LYNX, 4·dr.
auto, low miles, must sellquick,
$2995 or best 772·7880
84 SUBARU GL wagon gold, minor
rust, new front ures and exhaus~
87 engine wl70k miles, 129k on car,
reliable transportation, $1200.
Such a deall Call Scott 874-2376
DATSUN KINGCAB 4WD pickup,
1981, 5-spd, cap, new clutch,
Goodyear llres, some rust 91k,
$2000. Call 774·7539 m-f before
3:30
1981 SUB 900S AUTO 4·dr,
120k, runs very well, perfect
interior. $2500, 784·0561

n2-0208
JtFF WElnBE1\GEl\

GUITARIST

CALLJONI RASKIN
773-0463

1966 PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA
colleclors item, all original,
inspected and running great.
Wellkep~ 2 owners, 225 auto, AlC,
solid metal unibody. White,
Immaculate dark blue interior,
$3000. 799·6958
83 TOYOTA TERCEL, 4·dr, 5·
spd, looks and drives like new, must
sell quick, 52450 or best. 772·
7880.........
87 VW SCI ROCCO white classic,
loaded, 4 studs, 4 Pirellis, very
clean, 53k, 5spd OlD, $9000, call
729-0461 eves & wkilds.
1979 CHEVY PICKUP
V·8, 70K, New MeXICO truck, runs
great, must sell soon. $1500 or
besl ofler, 774·0692 or 775·
7926 ask for Erik.
TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Highway
miles, well·maintained. Cap, siders,
aluminum wheels. $3500 or best
offer. 772-3258.
1982 SUBARU sedan-red, 4 dr,
PW, PS, PB, AC, some rust,
129,000 miles, $1000 or best
offer. Must sell. 865-3433.
1985 FORD RANGER With cap, 5speed, 4·cycl, $1650 or best
offer. 772·7880.
VOLVO 1965 122 2-dr. nice
condition, 2-litre, dual carb, 4spd., sport exhaust. $2500 or
best offer. 637·2384.
CHOICE 1984 Celebrity SIW.
Newly rebuilt engine, 98K, 52600.
82 Dodge 400 82K, $1600. Both
cars well-maintained, good shape
inside and out. Make oflers, 777·
6904.
1987 JEEP COMMANCHE 4-qd,
4·wheel drive sport truck. Power
steering, power brakes, AM-FM,
black, moderate highway miles,
_er plowed, good condition Good
deal at $6000. Call 772-5304.

sl<;hr"",~'binq

r!JI,t1ICHAEL 1(j1TZ
CLASSICAL

w ee s

C">I-OSC,\lprions
rlxo,¥!
soloinG

Music Jor Weddings, Receptions,
and ali Special Occasions
773·1133 or 761·5870

MANAGER

bV Oa~ld Phillips All proceeds !rom
Stleet Pizza benel ilihe homeless

eves

[ ] ; i _ musIc

CmCUIATION

Maine residents add S',4sla tax. Make
check or money order payable 10
Atil] Eyes Recoflil. No cash, pteiS8.
l oo14 lor' Slreel Pizza on Congress
Street Retards featur ing hactler '

ROOMMATE for large pnvate
room with woodstove, ~ate bath,
In Cape Elizabeth, $300 per mo.
Call after 5, 799-3668
M·F TO SHARE beautiful
furnished country home. All modern
conveniences Including lire place,
private bath. Horse boarding but
no pets, 30 mlns. from Portland,
possible work arrangement Call
before noon, 727·5227
LOOKING for M·F to share 3BR
house in Portland , March 1,
$202.50 plus 114 uti Is. 878-3104
ROOMMATE, responsible M·F
adull to share wnh female, male and
dog. Spacious, clean, first floor
apt. WID, cable, and fireplace
$200 deposit, $185 per mo. plus
uti Is. 772-1904
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted, S.
Portland, $305 per mo, 112 utils,
$t50 deposit. WID, DIW, carpetd
BRs, huge closets, slorage, off
street parking, backyard , sunny.
Jane, 883-7387 days or 772·3295

for rent

537~

This 8·song casseHe "mini
album" Is available at your
favorite reconl store or
send $5 .98 to:
Real Eyes Reconls
276 State Street .3
Portland, Maine 04101

PROFESSIONAL MIF wanled to
share large nice house in Portland,
parking, shop, barn, WID, storage.
Mature responsible NIS only, 772·
7317
ROOMMATE FEMALE NIS to
snare large 2BR on Munjoy Hill,
HIW floors, woodstove, garden
space to share. II interested in
shanng quiet home, call 761-0421,
$260 plus half utils.
RESPONSIBLE PERSON wanted
to parliclpate in 3rd floor. 3BR
environment. Sunny, lots of privacy,
smokers welcome. $165 per mo.
plus utils, securily, avail. 3-1. Call
87t-1537
ALL FEMALE household, 2 story
large West End apt. 1.5 bath, BR
wlwalk·in closet, WID, yard. Call
eves. 775·0626, $180 plus.
S. FREEPORT MIF room male to
share beautiful co,,! house near
harbor. Fireplace, porch, garden,
WID. No smokers or pets please.
Avail. now or March 1. $325Imo.
865·4558
TWO FUN, HONEST WOMYN
seek one similar roommate to share
chem·free house in S. Portland.
Great location, $266 plus. Call
799·5669
ROOMMATE WANTED non ·
smoking MIF wanted for split level;
back cove apt $175 per month plus
114 utils. Quiet streel, Iwo
porches, storage, responsible
types only. 761·5812
WESTERN PROM MIF to share
sunny spacious 2BR With GM.
Kitchen, LA, DR, Fireplace, HW,
WID, walk in closets, storage and
more. $350, 871·8636
M·F ROOMMATE wanted to share
2BR apt. In S Portland . Non·
smoker only, parking, near SMVTL
$300 per mo, inc. all. Call Ric at
883·7385 days or 767-5193 eves.

'D O
YOU
+ GIVE MASSAGES?
+ REPAIR CARS?
+ PULL TEETH?

+ DEAL ANTIQUES?
+ SELL HOUSES?
• SHRINK HEADS?
• TUNE PIANOS?
Choose C.sco Bay
Weekly as a vehicle for
delivering the message
about your business
to the Portland area's
most active readers.
Our readers want quality
service and professionals
they can trust. Help then
find you in the CBW
Clas.lfleds.

production leam
seeks additional
freelancers to call on
macintosh
expenence using
freehand and
pagemaker a must
send resume and
cover letter to cbw
boX 500.

23

ACCOUSTIC GUITAR, very good
condition, 6-stnng, hard case,
$225, 774-6543 eves.
APPLE MAC 512·E good
conditIOn, $600 or best offer, also
MIDI Interface for Mac or Apple II
GS, stili in box, call 879-7048,
leave messaga.

ELECTRIC GUITAR Itke new,
senes 10, locking tremofa, 5 way
switch, 3 fl'dwPS, stand. Crate G·
20 amp, 60 watts, RMS. hardshell
case, Sirato caster style, $400
firm, 773·7533
MllliR WELiOER Rough-neck 2E,
16HP Tecumsah engine, 50 ft
leads, heavy duty cart, $950 or
best, 883-3962 or 883-&\96.
USED OFFICE furniture, folding
tables, drafttng tables , Fax,
phones, calculator, chairs,
intercoms, etc. Call 883-3962 or
883-6496.
SKIS Rossignal 4M, new in 89.
used twice, 203cm. Saloman 957
bindings, $600 value, sell for
$495, 657·4312
MAC SE 1 meg RA ... 20 hd with
standard keyboard. Upgrading to
SE 30. excellent condition,
Hypercard, system 602, shareware
and freeware. $2250 or best, Rich,
772-4400.
PROFORM TREADMILL running
or Walking up to 9 mph, used 4 roos,
ong. $1000, saentice for $650 or
best. 773-0749
READY TO flY! Red hawk
ultra~ght enclosed cockpit, push
bullon start, full aerilons and
flaps. On wheels, With 1I0ats,
$6500 or best Catmaran with new
trampoline and rollerreefing rig,
$1400, 799-'1305.
OKIDATA microline 393 pl'inter,
top of the line, software, extra
foots, nbbons, $t 400 new, tesled
but never used, $850, 846-3397
ORIENTAL RUG authentic, new,
beautiful hanwoven Kashmir rug,
pure wool, new ones sell for $1700,
must sel at $850. 6x4, 773-7988
SONY VIDEO camcorder, 8-rnm,
many ektras, perfect condition,
$600 or best offer, call 725-3310
01 725-9494 eves.
EXEC. SECRETARY walnut desl
renOished $225.
1880 Smith
Amencan Victorian Walnut pump
organ with lamps and stool $575 •
5 oak straightback chairs 518.00
each call 878'-2312. Leave

message.
OFFICE SALE two hne phooes
great design black shefl 3 units.
$75.00 ea. phone Answenng
machine wlbeeper $5000 .
TypelWrtter with memorylOisp
Sharp ZX-405 $450.00 and More
Call 773~545.

THE ORIGINAL NOTEBOOK
computer-Tandy 100 wJ32k word
processing,
spreadsheet,
database, outhner. modem telcom
software, daisy wheel printer,
cables. nbbons, great for studen
or as 1st computer. Orig. $1000,
now $500. 871·8964
GIVE YOUR HOME a tropical
almosphere with this beautiful

86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4 WO.
All power, AWFM cassette. Great
Carl $9400. 773-6830.
81 RENAULT LECAR, sporty 4·
spd hatchback, runs well, new
brakes, $500 or best offer. Call
772·0994. Great deal.
82 SUBARU GL4dr sedan, black,
5-spd, 102k miles, good tires,
sticker, runs great, clean, reliable,
well·maintained, asking 51049.
772·5824
81 SAAB SPG TURBO, melallic
grey, 5-spd, 48k, service records,
$14700, call 775-7979
89 TOYOTA PICKUP V-6, 4wd,
5-spd, x-tra cab, asking $11500,
call Steve at 761·8323 days or
773-2334 eves.
77 VW RABBIT
diesel,
impeccable maintenance record,
near mint condition, cloth interior
4-dr .. 4·spd, AM-F'" cassette
with equaltzer, luggage rack,
optional winter tires & rims,
incredibly clean. Avg 45 mpg,
$1495 firm. 784·2739.
1987 FORD BRONCO exc. condo
power package, cruise control,
running boards wllh hghls, tire
rack, AlC. 36K, $13,000. 8293297.
82 VOLVO WAGON overdnve,
88K, runs good, body great, askin.
$4600 or best offer. Call late
774·0435.
82 PEUGEOT 604 Turbo diesel,
excellent cooditioo, power windows,
sunroof, and locking system.
$5400 negotiable. 774·1343.
1989 F·l50 XLTLariat SuperCab
pickup with air and loaded, 5 spd.
15K miles, bed liner, excellenl
shape, $10,000 or best offer.
883· 6496 after 6PM.
1984 SUBARU GL hatchback, AM"
FIoI, Pirelli tires, runs great, 7723192
1187 HONDA CIVIC 4·spd rust
proofed, high miles, great car,
$3300, 725-7023
1188 VW GOLF 2DR hatchbed<
wlair, excellenl coodltion inside and
oul, asking $6950. 883-8434
art(Iime
198. VW FOX excellent coodition,
moving must sell 4·spd, AM·FM
cassette, $4800 or best, eves
774·3858
DODGE ASPEN good condition,
PS, PB, AC, AM-FM, new stICker,
new tires, must sefl, best offer, call
Kelly at 773·6409
1985 TOYOTA Corolla GTS. 5speed, air, sunroof, fun car.
$4550 or best offer. 772-2919
or 773-8589.

1917 FORD F03S8 Hon truck
with Slake bed. Transferable lile
time rust proof warranty. 30.. 000
miles, $12,500 call 874-8529 "'-F
or 787·2187 night or weekends.
1988 TOYOTA 4x2 excellent
condition. 14,000 miles, Brahma
cap, slide windows, rust'proofing,
A...·FM slereo, asking $7200.
Don, 839-4567 eves. please.
1989 FORD PROBE GT Turbo.
Loaded with !Nary option including
CD player, red with red interior.
Must san, buying house. Call Dom at
m774-5626 or 865·3058.
1985 SAAB 900·S, 4·door, 5
speed, sunroof, AC, AM·FM Clarion
Cassette, 68K miles, cruise
controll, heated seats, all electirc,
fog lights. Excellent condition
$7900. 774-0004.
77 AMC HORNET wagon, good
sticker, runs well, a true classici
$350, call 883-1473.
1984 MERCURY Grand Matquis,
LS, loaded, 46K, new muffler &
shocks, excellent condition $5500
or best offer, 773·2577.
1980 VW SCIROCCO 4 speed,
l03K, 2 new radials, runs wei, some
rust $475. 847·5028 after 6PM.
1985 BUICK RIVERA fully
loaded, excellent condition, call
879-1869.
1987 4X4 SUBARU GL coupe,
U blue, 65K, great shepe. Asking
$6500 CALL 797-4673.
IF MOTHER TOLiO YOU to stop
being ShlftiesS, get into gear wilh
this standard trans. V-6, 1981
Malibu wagon. New sticker, runs
strong, looks good. $950 shifts
ownership. 657·2454.
1981 OlDS CUTLASS Ciera·AC
power windows. AM-FM stereo,
cruise, til~ car phone optional. 58K
excellent condition, %5500, call
878·2748.
1984 VW JETTA 4·dr., 5·spd,
sunroof, blue cloth interior, fine
coodition, asking $3375. Call 7612595, messages returned.
1919 FORD FAIRMONT wagon,
4-spd,
4·cycl,
good
transportation. $695 or best
offer. Step-up OH trailer, good
condition, $900 or best offer.
929-6956.
1985 JEEP CJ·7 hardtop, 6 cyl,
40K, A... ·FM cassette, center
console, summer bi~ni top. Looks
good, runs great, rust proofed.
Must sell no reasonable offer
refused. 971·8293. GTD
1981 VW RABBIT 4-dr.
99,8000 miles $800. Call 761 ·
9450 after 6:30.

Sas
VISA
..

...

Name-o-graphs
A "name-o-graph" is a picture
composed of the letters of a word - a
graphic thatboth spells and illustrates
its subject. The first name-o-graphs
appeared in Collier' smagazinein 1927,
and within a few months they were a
national obsession. lbe examples be.low .were created at the very height of
the craze. How many graphs can you
name?

•

BY •

16) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1n _______________
18) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
19) _________________
W) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

21) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

22) _________________
3) _ _ _ _ _ __
4) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
6) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

n _________
8) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
9) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Can you solve the Real Puzzle? [fso,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta's for the first prize winner. A$15
gift certificate from Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters awaits the second prize
winner. Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize ina four-week
span. Only one entry is allowed per
person per week.
All entries for this week's Real
Puzzle must be received by Wed. Feb.
21. lbe solution to this week's Real
Puzzle will appear in the Mar. 1 issue
of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your nameo-graph guesses to:

11) ______________

12)
13) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ClASSIFIED
CHARGE

15) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Real Puzzle t 7
Casco Ba~ W_kl~
187 Clark Str_t
Portland, Maine 04102

14) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.

PHONE
n5-6601 ' - - - - - '

mri~i~~~~!~t~ ::t::~: rCo -U-

_

__. __ • _____ • ______ •

P Qcenae

tdeal for school, home or business. : :;'fMC1
AU =~ ~~
800k external drtve, turbo mouse , .........
......... ........
and software, call 854-2972
1:::'::::-...
~1030wardIi
$7.00
18.00
...... Wrh ........ ~AdI(.. _ _
31-4SwardIi
•.00
11.00
MACINTQSH SE DUAL 800k , « .... _ _ _ .. _ _.
.....11.00
, ....
dnve'51 meg ram, purchased new I ~,.... Ntd-...youlcr
&chAdd1won:t
.15
.20
..-.c..;,g.,~ C8WBoas..rw:.
3.00
3.00
12-89,
must sell $1750 or best call
772.0963
MESSAGe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

::.==

'--'"

NEED FURNITURE? Rent-a·Set
rents new fumrture, TVs, VCRs,
stereos, and appliances. Short or , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
long term, rent to own. No
obligation, no deposit Rent-a-$et,
127 Marginal W"'I, Portland, 761· ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0097
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TOTAL. WORDS: _ _
WATER FILTER for sale-new·
e1iminale expensive bottled water,
BASIC !WE ~""''''''''I
coun1ertop model is easy k) install
• __ E>CTRAWOROSAT_. EAC>t
removes chlorine, sedimenl and is
c~ 00' SEI""CE 1 baclerioslak Averages 5 cents a
SUaTOTAL
QalIon. Still in box, $175, call 878-,
NUIoABER Of WEEKS YOU WANT All RCOI
,_ _
~161
•
TOTAl EHQ.OSCD
• _ __
VGC 320 PHOTOSTAT camera· '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -processor. Well maintained, $1500
---------~--- -- --------------l
,cost $5000 new, conlact
COMPLETE THIS FOAM & MAL OR DBJVER TO:
ImageWorI\s, 774-6399
PHONE SYSTEM AND COPIER
Delta 514 phones with muniple
Classifted Department
I'1COf1\lng ~nes, speed dial intercom.
many extras, $1100, Sanyo 802
187 ClarI< Street
copier and stand, $1000, originally
Portland, Maine 04102
$2300, call 772·8595. leave
message
Not Io<..-..:w..lrIonnation
SMITH CORONA light office
to prYrt "'" 011.... be hold In Itr1ct " " " _ .
model electric typewriter, works
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
fine but no electronics, $25, Nil<on
~noculars. 10x25. $75. 774·1597
_________________________

._-._--

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
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ADO~S

lARGE SELECTION Of

USED

SKI EOUIPMENT
CAll

the--a.Clhed
775-5117

VAlENTINES TICKETS to
Chocolate Lovers Ring·ApriI 29, 1·
5 PM, Sonesta Hotel. $25 at Mr.
Bagel, Forest Ave, Cookie lady,
"'oulton St, Victory Deli, Cafe
Cornerbrook. 772·7514 for more
Info

aN ______________________

STATE ________

~PCOOE

__________

OAYnMEPHONE ____________________
PAYMENl:

Ched< _ _ MonoyClrder _ _
Mastett:ald _ _

~Catd,

Visa

_____________

Solution to Real Puzzle # 5
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

on
me
by
sun
arm
ice

.n beg(s)
8) nose
9) size

10) ion(s)
11) dots
12) wear
13) maze
14) noise
15) going
16) chide
scarce

In

"Beg' and Ilion" may be singular or
plural.
First prize this week goes to Jackie
Dwyer of Portland, who spotted all the
words in the dots. WhenDcnnis Dexter
leaves the calm of Raymond for the
chaos of the city, he'll be amply rewarded at Green Mountain.
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With
This Ad

ALL 1990 FOXES

In Hand...

1989 Plymouth Sundance i Door

=r
* Full Tank of Fuel
*2&4 Doors & Wagons
* Over 100 To Choose from

* Best Selection in N.E.
* In Stock Vehicles
* Cost Inc. Set Up & Mv.

MoalONG
FALMOUTH

Volkswagen, Mazda, Poncha, Audl
U.S. Route One. Falmouth 781-4020
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL! 01988 FORD BRONCO
Full size. hard 10 find. auto. A C., crUise conlrol and power package
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On Most New Buicks or
Rebates Up To $1250 on Selected Models
t \

.....

>

1990 SKYLARK 2dr., blue
'2874 - Market Value
$12,388, Sale Price
$11,188 Rebates
Included

A

$198 ~~er mo.

$2300 cash or trade. 60 months 11.9% to

qualified buyers. Includes Sales Tax and Hie

$13,450

PROVE IT TO

1989 TOYOTA COROllA OX
4 dr., aulu .• undor 20.000
mil ••• A.C., .11180
SPECiAl PRICE S8,388
1985 CHRYSlER 5111 AVENUE
Loaciod. leather Inlarior. A.C., 110_
windows &
mol.
ONLY $4,150
1986 JEEP COMMANCHE P.U.
5 .po.....toreo
SPECIAL PRICE $5.375
1987 CHEVROLET CElfBRITY
EURO'SPORT
Aulo .• AM St. reo. 4 dr.
SPECIAL PRICE S5,775

YOURSELFI

_,Landa.

Regardless of what car you want to buy,
come in to Maine Mall Motors and see in
black and white why our deal is Maine's
Best Deal. You'U find consumer car and
truck cost guides and the NADA blue book
readily available to you in each showroom.
We want you to feel comfortable with the
price you are paying for a vehicle. We have
the best seleclion of Hondas, Nissans, and
Toyotas in New England. So come in and
Prove It To Yourself. before you buy ...
Maine's Best Deals are at Maine Mall
Motors!

Bring in this ad and get
FREE Fabric Protector.

OlORS

BUiCK/sU~UKl

3n1"",,.,t.
ONLY $6.150

1981 VW GOLF GL
Au" •• glldll 7.000 mile •• crul ..
conlml. A.C.• roof ",..
SPECiAl PRICE $1,450
1985 TOYOTA CruCA GTS
Auto .. powor paclago. A.C ..
.lIroo/CalSOlI8.
ONLY $15.475
1987 JEEP WRANGLER P.U.
5 ,pHd. 414 ••18"O/Cassall8
SPECiAl PRICE S8,550

1990 VANAGON GL

1989 JETTA

slarao/Cassatta, A.C.

.11"0 prep. molalilc blu •.

$16.199
was $17.675

Was SII.12O

M.tallic blu., .uto.,

1990 FOX 2 DR ..

Aulo .. A.C ..

$10,499

1990 GOLF GL

SlIreo ,rep.,
Ooylona red

$7.100

w•• S7,660

EMALL

@)~$

1981 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
£Stall wagon. all1ll .• A.C., power
windows & loeb, crwlll control,

® CLAIR VOLKSWAGEN ®

.. 283-2900 or 1-800-44-CLAIR
U.S. RTE. 1
MAINE

BEST BUY USED CARS
'85 BRONCO II

'". Automatic, XLI power sleerlng and
brak.... rn/fm .lIreo radio.
51,000 mil••. '89P227.

. $7988

'89 TAURUS

GL4·door, aulomatic. "S". air
coodiHoning, power .100ring and
br.t••• lIreo.
10.000 mil... fl9P207

'86 F-150

$10,888
'85 LINCOLN

Automatic, power staarlng and
'rak... radio ••lIp & low.

Loadtd luxury car.
50,000 mil ••• '8964BA

PICK-UP

13,000 mil ••. f9D93OA

$7988

GRANDMARQ
COUPE

TOWN CAR

$8988

'86 GMC
PICK-UP

Aulo ... tic, power brak...
brak... SlIreo radio.
51.000 milo. '90P21

$6988

'88 AMC
Eagle Premier

'88 CHEVY
KS Blazer

Absolulely lo.dod. 18,000

ana-owner mila.

414, Silverado.
nry low mileag.

$10,675

$14,765

'870lDS

Custom Cruiser wagon
3 ...ts, IUlly optlo .... alld
20.000 onglnal mil ••

$11,845

'87 BUICK

Electra Park Avenue
Fro.t drive luJUry

$12,535

'85 CHEVY

'85 FORD

Astro Van

Mustang 2-door

5 pa.... g.r. V6 •• ulomatlc.
power stoorlng, 30,000 mil ••

$6345

Aulo ... tlc. POWII '''"ing.
power brako, 30.000
original nil... Ilk. n.w!

$4685

US Route 1, Saco, ME

Portland 883-4359 • Saco 284-f.9aI6t;:~:·1

or $142.11
per month
for only
four years

~~~ffi)1990
==
Escorts
$299.00 cash or trade. 48 payments of $142 .11.
Total payments $6.821.28. Deferred payment
price $7,870.28 6.9%

